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CU encourages students to
"launch themselves out from
the borders of the University
into the community," says SCU
Trustee Ann Bowers in "The Value
of a Good Education" (page 4).
Bowers' comment could have been
the theme for this issue. Almost
every article is an example of how
SCU students and alums aim to
have an impact beyond their immediate world.
As always, our Class Notes section profiles alums who have taken
the education they received at
Santa Clara and put it to use in the
larger community. For example, in
this issue, Arthur Hull Hayes Jr.
'55, a former commissioner of the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, discusses his work teaching
emerging countries about food and
drug regulation (page 33).
Among our main features, there
is "Chiapas: Roots of a Rebellion"
(by Trina Kleist '80, page 16),
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which evolved from an SCU study
tour of the southern Mexican state.
The delegation to Chiapas included
SCU students, faculty, and staff; an
independent videographer; and an
aide from the office of Rep. Norman Mineta (D-Calif.). During the
trip, the group met Kleist, who is
covering the rebellion for the Associated Press, and she agreed to
put the conflict in historical perspective for us. Since the expedition, two students from the
group have returned to Chiapas as
summer volunteers with a Church
peace-seeking organization.
In "Garbage In: Goods Out (by
Maureen Mclnaney '85 , page 6),
mechanical engineering ' s Lee
Hornberger '69 talks about a recycling program that will allow students to tum trash generated on
campus into products used in the
community. And in "Have Ball,
Will Travel" (by Rene Romo '86,
page 24), alumni athletes tell how
their love of a game helped them
see the world.
Last, "Alumni for Others"
(page 31) highlights a very special
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In our last Editor 's Note, we
asked about alumni sources for
potential articles. The " married
without children" idea received the
best response, but we still need additional sources in order to pursue
the story. If you and your spouse
have elected not to have children
and would like to be interviewed,
please contact us at Santa Clara
Magazine, Santa Clara University,
Santa Clara, CA 95053 (408-5544545).
In closing, a note about Class
Notes : The section tends to lose
track of alums after retirement. We
want to emphasize that we are interested in more than job-related
developments in your life. So
members of the classes of the
1920s, 30s, and 40s, if you 're reading this, drop us a note!
0
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project through which local alumni
chapters involve Santa Clara
graduates in work with the poor
and underserved in their communities . "At Santa Clara , we put
emphasis on raising students' consciousness about poverty," says
Dan Germann, S.J. , who directs
AFO. "We'd like to continue
nourishing that concern " after
graduation .
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GARBAGE IN : GOODS OUT

Lee Hornberger ' 69, assoc iate professor
of mechanical engineering, has only one
word to say to you: plastics.

By Maureen Mclnan ey '85
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More than a hundred (count ' em)
things every student shou ld do before
graduating from Santa Clara.

CHIAPAS: ROOTS OF
A REBELLION

Members of the SCU community bear
witness to an indigenous struggle.

By Trina Kleist '80
Photographs by Charles Barry
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PRESENTING PARADISE

A modern translation with commentary
helps readers scale the heights of
Dante 's heaven.

By Jam es Torrens, S.J.

HAVE BALL, WILL TRAVEL

Alumni ath letes go abroad to extend
their "play time ."

By Rene Romo '86
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When Patrick Sheehan
called Sister Mary Peter "a big
fat meatball ," we never saw him
again . But today, society insists
on Patrick Sheehan 's right to sit
in a classroom and undermine
the respect essential to effective
learning.
As long as that is true, society is going to have to pay the
price. Thus far, it has chosen to
pay in lost children, reduced security, and higher penal costs.
But there is a way to improve
student behavior in schools
without resorting to corporal
punishment ["A Good Spanking? " by Miriam Schulman,
Spring 1995]. It is called reducing class size.
The idea is not new, but it
never really caught on due to
the overhead. Sorry, peace and
security are never priced for
quick clearance.
I teach eighth grade. Please
lock yourself-just you-in a
room with between 31 and 38
13-year-olds for a couple of
hours. Now, while you're in
there, attempt to convey the relevance of, say, World War II to
their lives. Or better yet, run a
S .\ , T .\
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science lab using equipment
you'd prefer to have functioning when the next group of 31
to 38 arrives .
As an experiment, repeat the
process with 10, 15 , or even 20
fresh children. I guarantee the
students will know more subject matter this second time, and
you will know the individuals
and their circumstances-information that will make you more
effective next time you meet
them.
With the latter group, you
will neither feel like bolting
from the room screaming nor
like smackin' even one of them.
This society can't afford to
return to beating children into
submission if it wants to continue as a working democracy.
Beating s are a vestige of
paternalism's worst features.
Instead , it might be time to
look at
• clearly defining the parameters of "free, public education ";
• paying teachers to mentor
students, not to serve as baby
sitters with somewhat larger
responsibilitie s. (This would
call for flexible class size to
meet the needs of less and more
mature/responsible students);
• shortening classroom time
and involving all of you in finding real work for the over-12
student who knows some basics
but hasn 't a clue about how the
world works . (Children need to
start participating in the toil-
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and-reward economic system. It
gives them purpose, satisfaction , and pride-just like it did
us!)
Difficult transitions a lways
have their nostalgic adherents to
the past. Personally, I can't wait
to see what's on the other side
of the transition .
Susan J. Duarte J.D. '77
San Jose, California
RESEARCH SERIES
DESERVES MENTION

As a recent SCU graduate
with an environmental studies
minor, I read " Waste Not"
[by Miriam Schulman, Winter
1995] with great interest.
Although the article was informative, I was disappointed
that a key contributor to SCU's
environmental assessment was
missing. There was no mention
of the Research Manuscript Series on the Cultural and Natural Hi story of Santa Clara.
These manuscripts address a
different and eq ually important
aspect of environmental assessment. The resea rch seeks to
understand how different cultures have used and ab used the
environment.
For example, research has
been completed on the original
uses of the oak woodlands in
Santa Clara Valley, the ideology
of agriculture in the transformation of the valley, the valley
grasslands as a resource, and the
cultural ecology of the original
and current ripari an zone in the
valley.
The research has been carried out by senior anthropology
students under the guidance of
anthropology faculty. Upon
completion, the manuscripts are

LETTERS

edited and published by the
Department of Anthropology/
Sociology. They are distributed
to others who are researching
and striving to "waste not" and
are sold in the campus bookstore.
By combining hard science
and soc ial sc ience in its efforts
to understand the environment,
SCU truly becomes "the first
institution of higher learning
in California and the first Jesuit university in the nation to
develop a comprehensive assessment of its resources ."
Erin M . Reilly '94
Nishikawa , Japan
ONE TRUTH?
GIVE ME A BREAK

Three letters in the Spring
1995 issue responded to Denise
Lardner Carmody's article,
" Eastern Enlightenment" [Winter 1995]. Two of the three ess en ti a 11 y pontificated that
Christians have the only truth
and that they must educate the
poor schmucks who haven ' t
seen the error of their ways in
failing to recognize that one and
only truth .
Give me a break! As a nonChristian who attended a Catholic (law) school, I respect the
religious foundations of the
school. However, for years I've
wearily accepted the Univers ity 's apparent emphasis, at
leas t as represented in your
_nagazine, on a Catholic education rather than on an excellent
ed ucation that happens to be offered at a Catholic institution.
I hope the vast majority of
alumni, faculty, and staff will
join me in recognizing the
preaching of the two letters as
arrogant claptrap parading as
theology. A less forgiving term
for it would be bigotry.
What happened to the
"Christian" virtue of humility,
which , presumably, would al-

TO

low for the possibility that others might have beliefs just as
good as yours even though
they ' re not the same?
Michael Blume J.D . '76
San Fran cisco , California
SALVATION
THROUGH GRACE

As one who has had the
privilege of living and working
in Southwest Asia for the past
two years, I have gained insight
from the predominant religions
of the region: Hinduism, Islam,
and Buddhism. I can attest to
Carmody's statement that our
own faith can be stimulated by
other religious traditions.
One question we must askand the article begs the question-is whether or not it is
possible to follow the teachings
laid down by Gautama [the
Buddha] and in so doing obtain
salvation by our own effort. Or
is it possible to truly follow any
of the tenets of the world's religions by our own best efforts?
Here, on a daily basis, I see
people in bondage to endless
ritual , blind (often deadly) superstition, and tradition. Oddly
enough, in a place stereotyped
for its ubiquitous spirituality, religiosity pervades, with people
trying hard to attain (or free
themselves from) something
through a litany of do 's and
don'ts.
In contrast, St. Paul asks ,
" Did you receive the spirit by
observing the law, or by believing what you heard? Are you so
foolish? After beginning with
the spirit are you now trying to
attain your goal by human effort" (Galatians 3:23)? He also
says that all who rely on observing the law are under a curse
and that the law 's very purpose
was " to lead us to Christ that
we may be justified by faith"
(Galatians 3: I 0-11).
The point is clear: Salvation
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cannot be obtained by anything
we do-not by meditation , not
by right thoughts, not by right
actions (that 's right, not even by
working for social justice). Salvation, as the Scriptures testify,
is given through faith in Christ.
Indeed , this is what se ts
Christianity apart from all other
religion s. In a word, it is
grace-the undeserved favor of
God through faith in Jesus.
Do Buddhists have a right
to an appreciative understanding from Christians? Undoubtedly-and vice versa. But
Chri stian s have a weighty, if
currently unpopular, responsibi Ii ty: to se nsitively share
Christ with those of other faiths,
to explain that there is a way out
of suffering-through the one
who called himself " the way"that God is knowable, and that
"i n Christ all the fullnes s of the
deity lives in bodily form"
(Colossians 2:9).
Was Carmody suggesting
otherwise? Maybe not. But this
letter was not written in a
vacuum and is as much a response to current religious syncretism as it is to the professor's
article.
Thirty years ago when
Christians were hasty to damn
adherents of other religions,
Carmody's article would have
been more than appropriate.
Now, when far too many
Christians have either become
so lukewarm , so afraid to offend , or unwilling to call their
belief " truth" (yes, quite a bold
statement) , I fear Carmody 's
article will only push people
further in the wrong directionand under the guise of openmindedness.
It is prai seworthy to search
for common ground, but it is
an intellectual and spiritual
cop-out to call contradictions
commonalties.
Kerry C. San Chirico ' 92
Rewari, India
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A WORLD OF
DIFFERENCE

Carmody draws many para! lei s between Buddhist
meditation and the Christian
experience. However, there is a
world of difference between the
Buddhi st meditating on nothingnes s to escape desire and
reach a state of nirvana versus
the Christian praying and meditating on God and hi s word in
order to worship God and have
spiritual fellowship with him.
True peace and freedom lie
not in mystical meditation and
satori but in Christ 's promise:
" If you abide in my word ... you
shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free" (John
8:31-32).
David C. Petersen ' 71
Sacramento , California
STICK TO
CATHOLICISM

Deni se Lardner Carmody,
the new chair of the Department
of Religious Studies, won ' t say
that gays and women should be
banned from the priesthood or
that abortion is always wrong.
In your publication , Carmody a lso says the study of
Buddhism can help us better understand our own Catholic religion. This last, I feel, is a
personal affront to Jesus Christ
himself. To imply his teachings
require support from other religions is to imply they are imperfec t and, therefore , he is
imperfect like any ordinary
man .
A Catholic university should
stick to teaching Catholicism,
as well as tolerance of other re1igions, but should not teach
other religions.
J. R. Benenato ' 52
Santa Clara , California
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THE VALUE OF A GOOD EDUCATION
Donors choose SCU for commitment to
values-based instruction

Ann Bowers

W

hy would someone
who never attended
Santa Clara University think enough of the institution to become a trustee and a
major donor?
Ann Bowers has a clear answer to that question: SCU's
commitment to a values-based
education. Because of her belief in that goal, Bowers created
the Schmeltz Family Scholarship Fund to assist math, science, and engineering students.
As director and senior trustee of the Noyce Foundation ,
which focuses on restructuring
public schools, Bowers is in a
position to observe how schools
are teaching values. She isn't
always impressed with what she
sees.
"The message kids get is that
it 's OK to fill your head full of
facts, then hide in a corner and
not be an active member of the
community," she says.
In contrast, Bowers likes
what she describes as a "culture
of service" at SCU. Bowers'
niece Liza Schmeltz '92, for
whom the scholarship fund is
named, attended SCU, and
Bowers wa s "pleased with
the things she was exposed to

John O'Hara '39

in the community."
Noting opportunities like the
Eastside Project, which allows
students to work in underserved
areas in conjunction with their
courses, Bowers says SCU encourages students to "launch
themselves out from the borders
of the University into the
community."
That values-based education
also attracted the attention of
another nonalum, Thomas
O ' Rourke, who, besides being
a generous donor, has served on
the School of Engineering advisory panel.
O ' Rourke also has four sons
who are SCU graduates, and a
grandson, Greg Walker '97 , will
begin his junior year at Santa
Clara this fall. Their experience
has convinced O ' Rourke that
Santa Clara "insti ll s a sense of
discipline and respect for
authority."
The founder and former
CEO of Tymshre, a computer
timesharing and communications company, O'Rourke now
runs a consulting and investment business that involves his
five sons and one daughter.
His wide experience in the
computer field has made him a
S ,\ \ T .\
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valued member of the Engineering School panel, which advises
the University about how an
engineering curricu lum can
meet the demands of industry.
Does he see the results of his
efforts in SCU 's curriculum?
His donations to the Engineering School , especially during
construction of the Sullivan
Engineering Center, indicate his
strong belief in what he calls a
"first-c lass" program.
SCU's high academic standards have also been important
to John O'Hara ' 39, a longtime
generous supporter of Santa
Clara. But, O'Hara says that, as
a student, he didn't just gather
knowledge. "Also impressed
upon us were ethics and morality," he remembers.
That emphasis still guides
the University today, says
O'Hara, a senior partner in the
Los Angeles law firm Parker,
Milliken, Clark, O'Hara &
Samuelian. Over the years,
O'Hara has had ample opportunity to see those values in
action .
Among other University activities, he has been a member
of the President's Club, the John
Nobili Society, and the Board
\I A C A Z I , I·:

of Regents and has served as
president of the Alumni Association . In 1981 , SCU presented
him with an honorary doctor of
laws degree.
He has twice served on the
Finance Committee of the
Board of Trustees. In the I 0
years that separated his two
terms on the board , O'Hara
says, "the questions didn't
change, but the answers did. "
Student financial aid, for
example , "was always an issue," he continues, " but today
the need is much greater than
ever before. " As someone
whose own college years were
spent in the midst of the Depression, O ' Hara believes strongly
in assisting others who want the
kind of values-based education
he found at Santa Clara.
"God created a great bank of
human resources," he says.
"When you ' re younger, you
draw out of the bank through
your family and school. Then,
when you grow up, you have an
obligation to restore those resources in some way, monetarily or through service.
Somewhere along the line , you
have to do your part."
0

-Miriam Schulman
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CAMPUS NEWSMAKERS
People and programs making news
at Santa Clara
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
SCHOLARS HONORED

i_g

T

wo members of the SCU Depart- '--'
ment of Religious Studies are this
year's recipients of the Catholic
Theological Society of America's John
Courtney Murray Award for distinguished
achievement in theology.
Denise Lardner Carmody, Bernard J.
Hanley professor and chair of religious
studies, and her husband, John Carmody,
senior research fellow, are the first people
to receive this honor jointly.
"This is the most prestigious award in
the United States for people involved in
theology," said Paul Crowley, S.J., editor
of the proceedings of the CTSA and assis- Russell Skowronek, assistant professor of anthropology at Santa Clara
tant professor of religious studies at SCU.
In receiving the honor, the Carmodys
Mena is already being actively recruited
join the ranks of such theological luminar- by an Ivy League medical school, accordies as Bernard Lonergan, S.J ., Avery Dulles, ing to William Eisinger, professor of biolS.J., Raymond Brown, and Monika ogy and one of the originators of the
Hellwig-all previous honorees.
program.
Justin Kelly, S.J., who presented the
"The Valley Foundation approached us
award, called the Carmodys' work a vir- in the late 1980s about developing a protual "compendium of contemporary Catho- gram to improve medical services to the
lic thought." ·
county," Eisinger said.
In his award citation, he said, "Through"Our research showed that a significant
out their many journeyings, inner and outer, percentage of Hispanic physicians from the
[the Carmodys] have sought to integrate the Santa Clara Valley returned after graduatCatholic view of life with the perspectives ing from medical school to serve the comopened up by other traditions ....
munity in which they grew up. Many of
" In all their inquiries, they have been these doctors had graduated from SCU."
moved by the profoundly Catholic convicWith a grant of $100,000 from the Valtion that an authentic life and Christian faith ley Foundation, the University initiated the
are fully compatible; that ' the truest self, the Pre-Health Sciences Program to encourage
truest God' will finally be found together." more Hispanic young people to attend SCU
and follow a premed curriculum. The program
recruits in local high schools and
THERE IS A DOCTOR
guides
students in taking the necessary
IN THE HOUSE
classes as they prepare for Santa Clara. Two
" Yes, you can become a doctor," de- students a year are accepted into the
clares a brochure for SCU's Valley Foun- program.
dation Pre-Health Sciences Program, which
Once they enter, the students are assisted
encourages Hispanic students to pursue by Sylvia Ramirez, assistant director of the
careers in medicine.
Student Resource Center, who coaches
The first two Valley Scholars, Hilda them and pairs them with practicing docMena ' 96 and Yesenia Hernandez '96 , will tors. "These are Hispanic physicians in this
graduate from the program in the coming area who will mentor our scholars during
academic year.
their four years in our program ," she said.
S t · ~I ~I 1: B
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Hernandez , like other students in the
program , is doing her own share of
mentoring. 'Tm the first in my family to
go to college," she said.
"The professors have allowed me to
bring my younger sisters and cousins to
campus so they can see what going to college is like. This is one way I have of encouraging them to come to college.'"
STUDENTS DIG
ARCHAEOLOGY

In 1673, Je s uit missionary Jacques
Marquette and French explorer Louis Jolliet
received a ceremonial pipe from the Peoria tribe of northeastern Missouri. That
calumet, " like a white flag," according to
SCU Assistant Professor of Anthropology
Russell Skowronek, allowed the explorers
to venture into other American Indian villages along the Mississippi River without
being harmed. In fact, the calumet protected
their voyage all the way into Arkansas.
This summer, Skowronek led a group
of Santa Clara students as they went looking for pipes and other native artifacts at
the site of the very Peoria village visited
by Marquette and Jolliet. As part of a
project sponsored by Western Illinois University, they also scoured the area, now a
bean field , for I 7th-century French trade
goods.
"This is a rich site for students to excavate," said Skowronek. "There are a large
number of diagnostic artifacts that can tell
us about the native people and the coming
of the Europeans."
According to project director Lawrence
Conrad, "The remains offer a rare opportunity to gain insight into how specific ethnic groups accepted , selected, and modified
French trade goods as they took the first
steps toward abandoning their indigenous
industries developed over more than 10,000
years."
Santa Clara was the only Jesuit school
participating in this excavation of a site
whose earliest European chronicler was the
Jesuit Marquette.
0

-Miriam Schulman
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engineering
professor focuses
on recycling
plastics

(Right) In the hands of
Lee Hornberger '69,
the sum of the parts is
more than the whole.
She and her colleagues in
the Engineering Department
are assembling a campus
lab where students will
grind discarded plastic
like this water bottle
into raw materials for
simple products

6

BY

MAUREEN

MclNANEY

E

veryone is in favor of recycling. No one
wants to live on a planet inundated with garbage, and it makes us feel we are doing
something worthwhile when we leave our cans,
newspapers, glass, and plastic by the curb.
Reusing that trash, however, is not always a
simple matter. The challenge, says SCU mechanical engineering Associate Professor Lee Hornberger '69, is to make recycling economically
feasible.
"Once you collect, re-sort, and reprocess trash,
you may not be saving that much money," she
says. Hornberger is particularly interested in finding cost-effident ways to recycle plastic soda
bottles, milk containers, and eating utensils.
This summer, she and her colleagues Tim
Hight, Steven Chiesa, and Paul Tikalsky, all associate professors, are assembling a plastics
recycling laboratory to do just that. In the lab,
students will take plastic trash generated on campus and turn it into simple products that can be
used in the community. "We call it turning trash
into cash," says Hornberger.
The real focus of the lab, due to be fully functional by fall 1995, is to get students from engineering-and other programs such as business
and environmental studies-involved in an active learning experience.
S 1\ :, T A
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Hornberger says she enjoys teaching at SCU
because it gives her the opportunity to choose
projects that contribute to the community and
because she understands the students. As she puts
it, "SCU students come from a background similar to my own."
Hornberger grew up in San Mateo and attended
Mercy High School , an all-female college preparatory school in Burlingame. It was there she
discovered her love for math and sciences. Her
father, a contractor, knew enough to steer her toward engineering.
The nuns at her high school were also supportive, she says. While they did not know of any
women engineers , they encouraged her to visit
various Bay Area colleges, including SCU where
she attended a math day.
"I've always liked working with my hands,
taking things apart, trying to figure out how they
work," she says, describing a love of tinkering
she believes is nearly universal among engineers.
"I ' ll pass something around to my students and
tell them I know it will be broken because they
are all engineers, and they can't help it," she says
with a laugh .
Opportunities for that kind of hands-on learning will be readily available in the plastics recyc ling lab. "Students and faculty alike are going

\1 A C A Z I :', E

'As a teacher, you
die a thousand
deaths, but you
still stay young. I
enjoy the boundless
enthusiasm of
the students'
-LEE H O RNBERGER '69

AS S O CIATE PROFESSOR OF

M ECHANICAL ENGINEERING

8

to learn a lot about the practical aspects of designing, manufacturing, and testing products
made from recycled materials," says Hornberger.
Plastics recycling presents real practical challenges because, Hornberger explains, it is expensive to reprocess the material back into its original
form. "Every time the plastic endures a heat
cycle, its properties are weakened," she says. As
a consequence, "there are advantages in not
asking plastic to do what it used to do. " Instead,
Hornberger is concentrating on developing
products that provide "a new home" for recycled
plastic.
By the end of the upcoming school year, students will use the plastics recycling lab to produce such a product-a part to be used by the
construction industry when placing steel reinforcing bars before pouring concrete. Three different
products are under consideration. Hornberger and
her colleagues hope the recycled plastic design
will outperform and be less labor-intensive than
the traditional metal or concrete gadgets currently
in use.
To produce the part, students will collect and
sort the plastic, clean it, and use a grinder-designed and built this spring by five SCU engineering majors-to mince the trash into usable
raw material.
The process for cleaning the plastic to remove
contaminants-including an evaluation of its environmental impact and water and energy efficiency- will also be developed by students.
Once the component has been designed, students and faculty will devise and produce an injection mold tool to make the part and then
develop a process to manufacture it. To analyze
the properties of the raw material and the final
product, students will test the parts for consistency, quality, appearance, and strength. Finally,
the finished product will be evaluated for
effectiveness.
Hight, a mechanical engineer specializing in
design , and Tikalsky, a civil engineer focusing
on construction materials, will oversee students
designing the construction parts.
Chiesa, a civil engineer in charge of his
department 's environmental laboratory, will help
students develop the processes for waste-water
management, and Hornberger will facilitate the
development of processes for molding the plastic. All four will aid in the design of quality control tests.
"Thi s is really a very interdisciplinary approach," says Chiesa. "We are trying to look at
the whole picture of recycling from start to
finish."
S A '- T ,\
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The lab, funded mainly by grants from the
University's Technology Steering Committee and
the Mechanical Engineering Department, will be
home base for a plastic-storage and cleaning station, a waste-water treatment system, a manufacturing facility, and a materials testing unit, with
equipment donated by Clorox Corp.
Because the lab is a "learning module ," its
work will be closely tied to current graduate and
undergraduate courses in waste-water treatment,
properties of materials, design, and manufacturing, explains Hornberger. If all goes according to
plan , students will start a new project each year.
In the long run, "knowledge gained from research in this area needs to be passed on to future
designers and engineers," says Hornberger. She
points out that SCU is one of the few schools on
the West Coast that teach anything about plastics
because the field grew up in the East to serve the
automobile industry.
"We hope the lab will serve as a test bed for
other campuses and small communities that may
wish to reuse plastic," she says.
The lab will also be used as a demonstration
project in recycling workshops presented to
alumni, high school students, and continuing education students. High school students will visit
the lab as part of a program called ACES (Academic Enrichment Seminars in Engineering and
Science), says ACES Director Terry Shoup, dean
of the School of Engineering. In the first year,
the lab could provide hands-on education for approximately 100 students, professionals, and community members, according to Hornberger.
Hornberger has a proven track record in recycling. She and Hight have spent the last two years
researching ways to recycle expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam used to package computers.
Their recently published research, funded by a
grant from the city of San Jose, shows that mixing recycled EPS foam with new foam does not
compromise the strength of the packaging.
"This is good news for manufacturers ," says
Hornberger, adding that reusing these material s
will go a long way toward reducing landfill
volume.
Though now involved in academic research,
Hornberger is no stranger to industry. She has
more than 11 years of experience in plastic product design and manufacturing with firms such as
Raychem , Hewlett-Packard, and Acurex Corp.
She and her husband of 25 years, Gary, a civil
engineer, are partners in Hornberger Engineering,
a San Jose firm that analyzes rates citizens shou ld
pay for utilities such as sewage.
Hornberger often incorporates her industrial
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experience into the classroom, inviting guest lecturers and taking students on tours of local indu strial facilities.
Hight says that Hornberger's background in
industry is a big plus for students at SCU. "She
has seen many real-life applications and knows
whom to call to find something or ask questions.
She 's a good networker," whose students benefit
from her contacts in the field, he adds.
For example, with Hornberger 's help, John
Zarganis '96, a junior in mechanical engineering,
recently landed a summer job at Megatest in San
Jose. " Dr. Hornberger is resourceful and knows
a ton about plastics," says Zarganis, who assisted the professor with her research on EPS foam
packaging.
Hornberger is equally enthusiastic about what
she gets back from students.
"As a teacher, you die a thousand deaths, but
you still stay young. I enjoy the boundless enthusiasm of the students," she says. That attitude provides a nice contrast to the cynicism and sexism
she sometimes encountered in industry. "I always
say that I have done some face plants on the glass

ceiling," says the mother of two daughters: Laura,
22, and Anna, 25 , both actors.
Teaching at SCU also leaves Hornberger time
to pursue her other passion-horse jumping. Several evenings a week, she joins her thoroughbred
and her trainer in San Jose for hours of practice.
Hornberger rejoined the Santa Clara faculty
in 1992 after a seven-year stay at Apple Computer, where she was manager of the Technology
Development Department. An alumna, she received her bachelor 's in mechanical engineering
from SCU and her master's from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Prior to receiving her
Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from the University of Utah in 1986, Hornberger had been an
instructor at Santa Clara during two periods
(l983-84and 1976-80).
"Santa Clara is like a big magnet for me," she
says. "I guess we are in harmony with each other.
I understand it; it understands me. 1'm planning
to stay put for awhile."
0

Hornberger leads recycling
workshops on campus

Maureen Mclnan ey '85 is a Bay Area free-lance wrirer
and musician .
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have Composition and Rhetoric I, Introduction to Computers, and the dreaded Math 11 ,
but just as challenging may be SCU 101, a less cerebral but still central rite of passage
or most Santa Clarans.
After extensive research (none of it in the library), we hereby present a syllabus of IOI activities
essential to a complete undergraduate education at SCU. These items represent the other side of
Santa Clara, the chummier aspect of academic life.
Of course, the campus has changed since its founding in 1851. Alums from the
1940s and ' 50s will remember Ryan Field as a place to hold drag races instead
of soccer practices, for example. And the first coed classes will no doubt recall
" watching the grunion run at midnight" as a euphemism for beach-side romance
in Santa Cruz.
Although our list necessarily has a flavor of campus life today, we've
also tried to include activities that have withstood the test of time.
We're sure you'll let us know if we've left out anything.

More than a hundred (count 'em)
things every student should
do before graduating from
Santa Clara
Work on your tan in the Miss ion Gardens. Watch other
people work on their tans in
the Mission Garden s.
Take an 8 a.m. class in Western
Civilization. Feel uncivilized.
Plan a liturgy. Play guitar at
Mass.

Paint your face red and cheer at
a Bronco basketball game.

Attend a Campus Mini stry retreat in the Santa Cruz Mountains. Take a trust walk.

Take photos at every party you
attend-you never know who
will run for public office.

Embarrass yourself doing an
improvisation in Acting for
Nonmajors.

Draw blood from a classmate in
Bio 110.

Volunteer to referee at the Special Olympics.

Write home to Mom and Dad
at least once without asking for
money.

Join an archaeological dig; help
unearth the foundations of the
first Mission .

Do your homework while
guarding your laundry in the
basement of Campisi.

Hit the language lab. Come si
dice "bummed" in Italiano ?

Protest, boycott, or rally about
injustice.

Spend your junior year in Italy,
in Japan, in Belize, in Washington , D.C.

Attend the 10 p.m . Sunday
Mass at the Mission Church.

Make fun of ASSCU as a freshman. Run for office as a senior.

Flame a classmate on the
Internet.

Study until 2 a.m. on Orradre 's
death row. Fall asleep in class.

Announce to your parents that
you 're switching your major
from business to art. Tell them
you're minoring in music.

Follow the Bronco basketball
team to the NCAA finals.

Go to the Santa Cruz Beach
Boardwalk. Get snarled in traffic on Highway 17.

Move al I your roommate's
things into the dorm lounge.
Celebrate Cinco de Mayo on
campus; then head to downtown San Jose and join the
parade.
Participate in the Mission SK
Run .

Try to explain in four words or
less what a Gael is.

Be a Big Brother or Big Sister.

Join SCCAP.

Write your first resume.

Forget to save your work and
watch the Kenna Computer Lab
equipment eat your term paper.

Fall in love. Get dumped. Swear
you'll NEVER fall in love
again.

Make an exception. Kiss your
new honey in Orradre 's microfiche room.
Reserve the Mission Church
now if you plan to get married
before age 30.
Do an internship; experience
the " real world. " Consider
graduate school.

Stargaze at Ricard Observatory.
Take in a major league baseball
game; freeze in Candlestick
Park.
Play powder-puff football.
Read all of Shakespeare's tragedies. Be depressed.

Buy a bid for the Boat Dance.
Don't invite the person you really want to go with.

Attend a Music at Noon
concert.

Try to do the hula at Ka Mana'o
0 Hawaii's annual luau.

Rush a fraternity or sorority.

Mountain bike on Mt. Hamilton.

Write a letter to the editor of
The Santa Clara. Begin it,
"What kind of moron ... ?"

Win a Golden Johnnie.

Go wine tasting.

Linger over cappuccino at
The Phoenix/Mission City/
anywhere.

Grow tired of complaining
about the food in the cafeteria.
Acquire a taste for runny eggs.

Sit alone in the Mission Church.
Contemplate "St. Francis at the
Crucifixion."
Party at the Oreo/Gift/Jail/Animal/White/Stucco/Box/Peach
House the night before a major
midterm.
Pray.

Decide to write the great American novel.
Catch your first hockey game
at the new Sharks arena.
Play hackeysack in the Mission
Gardens.

Take a class in conjunction with
the Eastside Project.
Let your dad take your picture
in front of the historical marker.
Forget your tire chains. Get
stranded in Tahoe.
Have pizza with the profs.

Go to an on-campus interview
in shorts and sunglasses.
Compete in the School of
Engineering's Egg Drop.
Take time to smell the rosesall 643 bushes.
Wake up at 5:30 a.m. on a December morning for crew practice. Capsize.
Organize an intramural team.
Give yourselves a funny name.
Debate whether Hemingway
should be part of the canon.
Debate why you should have to
take Composition and Rhetoric.
Celebrate Martin Luther King
Jr.'s birthday with a talk in
Mayer Theatre.
Play Frisbee or Twister in the
halls of McLaughlin. Shoot
some pool in Bensonor some hoops in
Kennedy Mall.
Tell your troubles to your
resident minister. Find
out you 're not the only
person who's homesick and
stressed out about grades.
Costume yourself as a clown for
the Agnews Mass.
Watch a mouse press levers in
a Skinner box.
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Catch a strep infection-for the
third time. Get a prescription for
penicillin from Cowell Student
Health Center.

Organize a visit to the de Saisset
with your residence hall floormates. Debate "what is art?"
Be undeclared.

Run the bleachers at Buck Shaw
Stadium.
Go to class without reading the
material. Lead the discussion.
Rack up fines at Orradre. Blow
them off unti I you learn you
may not receive your records
until they're paid.
Try to concentrate on a lecture
during an outdoor meeting of
your history class.
Crew for a show at Mayer
Theater.
Participate in Earth Day.

Take at least one class way,
way, way outside your major.
Get an A.
Call the Info Booth and ask a
ridiculous question.
Check out the views from
Swig's 11th floor balcony.
Barbecue on the grills outside
Graham.
Kiss your true love in front of
the Mission Church at dusk.

See a Lexington Reservoir
sunrise.
Date an engineer one month and
an acting major the next.
Decide you and the roommate
you have been assigned are totally incompatible. Become
best friends over a draft and a
game of pool at The Hut.
Yell, "Wake up, Swig!" at dawn
with 50 of your closest friends.
Break into Leavey after hours
and skinny-dip.

Sit with friends in the Mission
Gardens and talk about the
future until 3 a.m. Watch out
for the midnight croquet
enthusiasts.
Don 't take a shower during finals week . Decide you smell
better than your roommate.

Finish a term paper two days
early. Go to the beach while
everyone else is cramming.

Travel only by skateboard in
your residence hall one quarter.
Roller blade the next.

Construct a 40-foot bonfire.
Hold a pep rally.

Ride CalTrain to San Francisco.
Climb to the top of Coit Tower.
Have dinner in North Beach.

Study at the Graham pool and
get tanning oil on your books.

Call a Jesuit by his first name;
debate the merits of becoming
a Jesuit.

Work on one of the student media; don't get any sleep.

Build a scale model of the Mission on your mortarboard.
String leis for commencement.
Toast your parents at The Hut
on graduation morning.
Sit under a blazing sun in your
gown. Hear Edward Warren,
S.J. , master of elocution , read your
name.

CHIAPAS ••
ROOTS OF A
REBELLION
Members of the SCU community bear witness
to an indigenous struggle
BY

TRINA

PHOTOGRAPHS

KLEIST

BY

'80

CHARLES

BARRY

PHOTOS CAPTURE SCU STUDY TOUR

rude wooden table in
acinto is a rebel.
The Zapatistas' struggle and the military response of the Mexican government
A civilian orthe shade of a village
have drawn thousands of foreigners to Chiapas. This spring, a study group
house, and I grateganizer for the
including 14 SCU students, faculty, and staff traveled to Mexico's southernmost
Zapatista National
fully accept.
state at the urging of Samuel Ruiz Garcia, the Roman Catholic bishop from
I had driven half
LiberationArmy,
San Cristobal de las Casas in the state of Chiapas.
the Tojolobal Indian
a day down a tortupeasant supports the
ous dirt road, then
"When the military crackdown on the indigenous uprising started again in
rebels' declaration of
walked through the
February, we worried that our group would just be in the way or in danger,"
war against the Meximountains two more
said William J. Wood, S.J., director of SCU's Eastside Project and coordinator
can government. His
days to get to this vilof the Chiapas trip. "But Bishop Ruiz told us that as Americans we would not be
lage, hiking through
brown farmer hands
in danger and that our presence as witnesses could make a world of difference
are thick and scarred,
muddy corn fields
in keeping the indigenous safe from military brutality."
his wide face seemand steaming virgin
The Santa Clarans on the study tour say they came home personally enriched
ingly as full of canjungle, crossing
by the experience. "I was really moved by the beauty and dignity of the people
yons as the rugged
rivers on slippery
there," said University Photographer Charles Barry, whose photographs from
mountains of Chiastones and dilapipas state. His eyes
the trip appear on these pages. The people pictured are not members of the
dated foot bridges.
have the first layers
Zapatista Liberation Army; they are peasants caught in the struggle
The viciousness of
between the rebel soldiers and the Mexican government. The names of the
of white cataract
mosquitoes, chigbeginning to dim his
rebels and their village in the main story have been changed because the
gers, and ticks was
Zapatistas fear for their safety should they be identified in the press.
vision; and his hair,
compensated for by
once vigorously black,
iridescent butteris turning wispy.
flies, lilting bird
Jacinto is 48, but a life carved out of the sent him and other men of the village scour- calls, wild orchids, and maidenhair ferns
Lacandon Jungle, deep in Mexico's south, ing the community for the makings of a that lined the path.
has aged him beyond his years.
feast: a roast pig, fried eggs, rich chicken
Finally, I came to this place, Agua Azul,
Jacinto typically eats corn tortillas and broth, and lemon grass tea with sugar.
Blue Water, named after the clear liquid that
black beans, but the arrival of visitors had
He offers me the banquet laid out on the gushes from a tree-canopied pool nearby.
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As my city legs and back stiffen and my
stomach relaxes with the delicious food,
Jacinto's story unfolds:
"Where we were living, a three-day's
walk from here, our fathers saw
there was no place to plant com
because the land was all occupied,"
he says.
Jacinto was 26 when he and five
other men walked for weeks to ever
more distant villages, asking how
was the land a little farther along.
They found the spring and flat land
covered with jungle that finally
sloped eastward toward the Montes Azules, the Blue Mountains.
They cleared a patch out of the native hardwoods and planted their
first crop of sturdy yellow com.
The earth was rich and damp, they
didn't need to weed, and the heat
raised the com up quickly.

Pedro de Alvarado. The military conquest
was completed by 1536.
As the region developed, first under the
administration of the vice regency in Gua-

ow, from that promising,
if difficult, beginning, did
Jacinto find himself in the
middle of an armed uprising?
On Jan. 1, 1994, Zapatistas like
Jacinto, wearing black, olive green,
and khaki uniforms and sporting
ski masks, red bandannas, and a
motley collection of old weapons,
appeared in six towns in Mexico's
most southern and forgotten state.
Their simple demands-democracy, justice, and the fulfillment of
basic social needs such as adequate
food, housing, and health and education services-have shaken the
financial world and turned
Mexico's politics upside down. The
rebellion has also sparked new
awareness of indigenous movements and the tension between their
subsistence societies and a global
economy.

H

he journey to Jacinto's village and his people's armed
uprising is a pilgrimage
through time.
Spanish conquistadors hacked their way
through Chiapas beginning in 1524 with the
arrival along the coast of the murderous

T

temala and later as a state in the Mexican
republic, the indigenous were forced to
contribute part of their labor and produce
to their new masters, the Crown and the
SUMME R
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Catholic Church. The native tribes , descendants of the earlier Maya civilization,
were kept in poverty and thrall through
usurious debt payments and violent
repression.
From the start, they rebelled,
becoming part of the pattern of violent peasant movements that swept
Mexico in the 17th, 18th, and 19th
centuries. During the 30-year dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz at the end
of the 19th century, uprisings grew
more frequent. Diaz vastly increased agricultural production by
allowing large landowners, usually
mestizos, or people of mixed Spanish and Native American blood, to
illegally annex peasant holdings
into enormous ranches called haciendas. Diaz also pushed the nation into modernity, building
Mexico 's first railroad and telegraph lines and inviting massive
foreign investment.
But Diaz's modernization concentrated power and wealth in the
hands of foreigners and absentee
landowners residing in Mexico
City. Once-autonomous villagers
emigrated to city slums or became
day laborers on their own land,
which often was stolen from them
by commercial farmers from the
capital who produced for export.
Local businesspeople and artisans
were forced into bankruptcy by
mass-produced imported goods. At
the same time, the provincial ruling class was overshadowed by
elites in the capital, brought closer
than ever by new means of communication.
Mexico 's revolution of 1910
was the culmination of peasant and
middle-class discontent with Diaz's
modernization policies, which,
rather than expanding opportunities
for advancement, strangled workers' hopes.
Emiliano Zapata, an Indian from
the state of Morelos and general of
a powerful peasant army, made certain the constitution of 1917 included the
peasants' principal demands of "land and
liberty." The constitution created ejidos, cooperative farmland s protected from bank
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foreclosures by technical government ownership. The document also recognized traditional indigenous communal lands and
provided for limited private ownership.
Proclaiming that "the Mexican nation
has a pluricultural composition based
originally on its indigenous peoples," the
constitution vowed to "protect and promote the development of their languages,
cultures, ... resources, and forms of social
organization." The indigenous were guaranteed the same rights and governmentsponsored entitlements as other Mexican
citizens, including health care, adequate
housing, and basic education.
But the revolution never fully arrived in
Chiapas. Poor roads and formidable mountains kept the state isolated from the social,
political, and economic development of the
rest of Mexico.
Before the current conflict, Jacinto 's life
in Blue Water wasn't much different from
(BOTTOM) Members of the SCU study tour
interview an indigenous woman. (SEATED L-R)
Nicole Sault, senior lecturer in anthropology;
Veronica Lopez '97; and Xiomara Hernandez '96
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that of his ancestors . The men still planted
com with a stick and harvested with a machete. The women still ground corn on
stone slabs, patted it into tortillas, and
baked them over a wood fire. The villagers
still built their homes of wooden poles or
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planks lashed with vines and roofed with
grass. Few learned to read and write in their
own language, let alone Spanish.
Teachers came to Blue Water's dirt-floor
schoolhouse for two or three days, then disappeared for weeks. Health care in the village was offered by a peasant trained in first
aid and equipped with only scanty medicines. People died on the three-hour hike
to the nearest clinic.
On his occasional trips to Las Margaritas , the nearest town, half a day 's walk
and a six-hour truck ride away, Jacinto
heard the indigenous culture described in
epithets such as "dirty Indian." Until recently, indigenous people were expected to
walk in the streets, leaving the sidewalk free
for whites and mestizos.
Jacinto noticed other things , too.
"People in the fields near the city used
tractors , and we wanted to buy one," he
says. "We solicited the government for
credits to buy one, and they said yes, but
the money never came."
Lack of education and no technological
assistance left the indigenous vulnerable,
with little power to resist the large landowners, who easily sidestepped the constitution.
The landowners extended their holdings beyond the constitutional
limits by putting tracts in
the names of relatives.
Huge coffee plantations,
founded primarily by German immigrants, paid employees in scrip and held
them in debt peonage until 1994.
Ranchers, many of
whom were former military officials with army
troops at their disposal,
frequently used violence to
run the indigenous off the
best lands. The government ignored this abuse
because the landowners
controlled the electoral apparatus , illegally casting
votes on behalf of illiterate peasants in order to
keep the ruling PRI party
in power.
Indigenous and mestizo

peasants who were not pushed into increasingly marginal lands by the expansion of
large landholders and the exhaustion of the
land itself were confined to ever more
crowded ejido lands or absorbed by large
mestizo enterprises as employees or seasonal day laborers. At the time of the latest
uprising, landowners were paying about
$2.65 to $5 for a day of backbreaking work.

T

hroughout the 1970s, the federal
government encouraged the new
peasant arrivals in eastern Chiapas
to plant coffee bushes, which had done well
on large plantations since the late 1800s.
But most of the villages the peasants
were forced into by landowner expansion
weren't at high enough altitudes to raise the
best quality and most profitable grades of
S l . ~I
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Peasants outside the Cathedral of San Cristobal,
whose bishop, Samuel Ruiz Garcia, is an advocate for the indigenous. "He himself would say
he has been empowered by their faith in the face
of impossible odds," said William Wood, S.J.

coffee. Also, the lack of necessary technology kept production low, and inadequate
roads required the villagers to pay middlemen to transport the beans to buyers. Still,
world prices were high, and the sales provided much needed cash.
At the same time, the indigenous ofChiapas grew in political sophistication with
the help of the local Catholic Church, which
preached about the beauty of their culture,
and idealistic students, who streamed into
the countryside to organize the peasants.
As happened in the 1910 revolution, the
many leftist political groups trying to or-
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ganize the peasants drew on their discontent over land.
In the northern region of the new settlements, peasants organized to obtain land
and farm credits. In the southern region,
Blue Water and other villages formed the
Union of Unions to improve financing,
transportation, and markets for their
coffee.
"That was the fight that united the
villages," explains
Jacinto's son, Isodoro. "We were
fighting for transport of our products, for credits, for
a just price. The
government would
tell us one price;
then when the harvest came in, they'd
pay us another.
"Various technical advisers came
telling us that, with
the Union of Unions, we could
fight peacefully
and achieve something," Isodoro, 33,
says. "It never resulted in anything."
But as the Union
of Unions and
other organizations
fought for land,
credits, price supports, technological
assistance, and services, one of the
most radical groups went underground in
1983. While other groups advocated action
through petitions, marches, and rallies, the
Zapatista National Liberation Army offered
armed struggle as a last resort.
Gradually, many of the indigenous grew
convinced the Zapatistas offered the only
way to make the government hear their
pleas. A crucial event was the collapse of
international coffee prices in 1989.
Mexico's then-president, the young,
Harvard-educated Carlos Salinas de
Gortari, believed the country's only road
to economic health lay in opening its inefficient, protected economy to the free market. Salinas refused to intervene and shore
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up coffee prices, which plummeted from
$147 to about $75 per hundred pounds of
raw beans.
Then Salinas proposed that Mexico form
a trade alliance (the North American Free
Trade Agreement) with the United States,
which would flood Mexico with cheap agricultural goods from its more efficient
neighbor. Not only were U.S. farmers more
technologically advanced than Mexico's

indigenous population but also the North
Americans received significant government
subsidies. At the same time, Salinas cut the
subsidies that helped supply seed, fertilizer,
and pesticides to subsistence farmers like
Jacinto and Isodoro.
Salinas was responding, in part, to pressure from the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund, which often tie aid dollars
for modernization to how quickly an underdeveloped country like Mexico can
evolve into a free market economy. Rather
than provide a fast track to prosperity, however, rapid implementation of free market
practices often sacrifices the well-being of
poor populations who lack the resources to
S A ., TA
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make such a speedy transition.
In Chiapas, the peasants saw that
NAFTA would wipe them out. Instead of
being given the tools to change with the
country, they were once again being sacrificed for its modernization. The lifestyle
they had practiced for thousands of years
no longer fit with Mexico 's plan for the
1990s.
It was the last straw.
"We saw that
what the Zapatistas
said was good, because the government does not take
us into account,"
says Jacinto.
Rebel troops , esti mated at about
1,000 full-time
fighters with thousands more parttime militia, started
training in earnest
in the limestone
caves that riddle the
region.
The uprising occurred the day after
NAFTA went into
effect. Though not
the official cause of
the rebellion, NAFTA is a powerful
symbol of the international forces that
have made life precarious for the indigenous of villages
like Blue Water.
The real solution to their problems,
Zapatista military leader Subcommandante
Marcos has said, is true democracy followed by the nuts and bolts of massive
technological modernization for the
countryside.
The rebels' supporters are not likely to
give up soon, despite intense pressure from
the government-including military occupation of the region by federal troops.
"We are prepared to fight for a long
time," Isodoro says. "We have lived like
this for many years. We can wait."
0
Trina Kleist '80 is a reporter f or the Associated Press in Chiapas, .Mexico.

(TOP) Traditional dolls from Chiapas are costumed as Zapatistas. (BOTTOM LEFT) Study
tour participants get a lesson in coffee production
at a remote village. (BOTTOM RIGHT) "Zapata
Lives," proclaims graffiti honoring a hero of
the Mexican Revolution
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A MODERN TiANSLATION ' WITH COMMENTARY H°ELPS
READERS SCALE THE HEIGH'.TS OF DANTE'S HEAVEN
BY

JAMES

TORRENS,

S.J.

have always regretted that so many readers of
Dante's "Divine Cqmedy" (ind the third part,
"Paradise," forbidding. It should come as no surprise, I suppose. Right from the start, Dante ·himself warns us it will be so; only the hardy spirits,
we are told, should set out after.him.
There are aspects peculiar '"Paradise" that
make it more arduous.t~an "Hell" or "Purgatory."
The story line 'is weaker in "Paradise"-or perhaps the plot advances less frequently' and with
less semblance of drama. The propelling forcy
along the way through "Paradise" is the pilgri~'s
bursting curiosity; he is full of dubbi, questions,
all those matters one is saving up to have God
answ_er in the next life. These questions,. heavily
determined by the intellectual and _spiritual climate ofDante's time, are not very obviousl,Y ours;
we have to chew them over before coming to realize their relevance to us.
Now for the counter~rgument, a word about'
what specially commends "Paradise" to the
reader. The story on its human level is about
Dante's rapturous devotion to . the transformed
womao Beatrice, who is also his source of illumination, his teacher of the divine. She is a
continual instance of beauty and love as well as
a fountain of understanding, and she does
not cease to be personal even when heavily
· allegorical,
·
Thes~ cantos abound in dazzling literary fig-

to·
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ures, Dante's suggestions of beatitude. Here also,
oddly enough, he is most down-to-earth, full of
pointed denunciations as- well as celebrations of
a gritty;. or a charming, holiness. The whole of
"Paradise" seems to echo, line by line, the ringing affirmation of St. Irenaeus: "The glory of God
is man alive, and the life of man is the vision of
God."
So there is,breadth a~ well as height to "Paradise." My translation is an attempt, above all, to
keep readers from being discouraged, to.open the
doors as fully as possible to them as they delve
into the poetry. The approach here, abolishing
endnotes, is to intersperse helpful prose, either
as introduction to a given passage or as a followup to it, providing necessary information or some
critical insight.
·
Why do I undertake a task so often hazarded
already by alpinists_such as Dorothy Sayers and
John Ciardi? My answer will. ~a,ve to be
Dantesque, adducing stellar influences. I was
born in Dante Hospital , Sc:n Francisco, o,f a
mother named Beatrice, who taug):it me Italian at
home: My grandfather was buried in that city from'
the Church of St. Peter and Paul on Columbus
Square, which displays the opening li9-e of"Parar
dise" over iis entrance.
Did I really have any choice? Sooner or later I
_owed Dante my tribute, which is what we do in a
translation.
\
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Surprise is a stock in trade for the poet-not showy
surprise or keeping the reader off balance in a quirky
way, but a shift of direction or an analogy which, though
unexpected, serms inevitable, the perfect touch. This is
the magician's tactic: absorb people's attention in one
thing while you are preparing something else.
The end of canto 22 found Dante in the constellation
of Gemini, his birth star, taking a long, retrospective look
downward at a tiny earth. At this elevation, from which
our heated conflicts appear so trivial, one is prepared
for the dawning of some new perspective. Now, suddenly, the dawning. Dante gazes upon his beloved
Beatrice, as she, in tum, looks up toward the heavens
and the miraculous light of the Blessed Virgin.

No other extended passage of "The Divine Comedy"
is as well-known and cherished as the prayer to the
Blessed Virgin on Dante's behalf by St. Bernard, the
paradigm of eloquence for his age and her tenderhearted
devotee. The fluidity and melody of the passage are
such as to impel a translator, despite all innate difficulties, into the terza rima, that interlocking rhyme which
was Dante 's prosodic tribute to the Holy Trinity.
"Virgin and Mother, daughter of your son,
lowly, sublime, more than any creature,
eternally the aim God fixed upon,
you as a woman gave our human nature
such a nobility that he who formed it
assumed that form without a loss of stature .
Within your womb again the love was lit
thanks to the warmth of whose eternal rays
this flower of peace has opened bit by bit.
To us here you are the noonday blaze
of charity; to those in the tearful vale
you are the fountain from which hope plays.
Lady, you are so great and so prevail
that whoever, wishing grace, runs not to you
desires to fly without a wing as sail.
Your kindliness not only hearkens to
the one who asks; sooner than wait
it often comes before he gives the cue.
In you is mercy, in you pity at our state,
in you largess, in you, drawn to a whole,
is all that creatures show as a good trait.
This person here who, from the sinkhole
of the universe up to this high place
has viewed the lives of spirits, soul by soul,
beseeches you that by a stroke of grace
he be empowered to lift up his eyes
yet higher towards salvation's final place.
And I, who bum for my own vision's prize
no more than for this man 's, offer my prayers
to you, praying they may suffice,
that you now sponge away every last smear
of his mortality-for this I intercedeso the Supreme goodness may show clear." (1-33)

Just as the songbird among beloved boughs,
perched on the nest of its dear chicks
at night when everything stays hidden,
eager to gaze once more on darling faces
and find out nourishment to feed thema hard labor which is its own rewardanticipates the hour upon an open branch,
and with affection's ardor waits the sun,
looking intently for the birth of dawn,
just so my lady stood upstretching
and attentive, focused upon that sector
in which the sun shows least the signs of hurry;
and I, who saw her in suspense and yearning,
became like one desiring something more
who by mere hoping comes to full requital. (1-15)
What a lovely, fresh opening, almost as if we were
back in Earthly Paradise. For this scene Dante draws
upon the earliest and freshest of medieval lyrics , the
Provenc;:al "alba" or dawn poem. The alba, a love poem,
always has to do with a dangerous tryst from which the
lover steals away at daybreak.
The moral ambiguity of the troubadour world disappears, of course, in "Paradise." Dante has transformed
the closed world of the two furtive lovers, dreading discovery, into a wholly open world. Commentators point
out that the dawn awaited in Dante's simile comes not
from the eastern horizon but at the zenith, straight above,
inducing Beatrice to stretch far upward to see it.
Short was the step from one instant to the next,
I mean my space of waiting and then seeing
the heavens grow more and more resplendent;
Beatrice said, "Look, you can see, in bands,
those Our Lord led in triumph; all are fruit
garnered by these spheres in their revolving."
It seemed to me her face was so aflame,
also her eyes brimming so with joy,
that I must let this go by undescribed. (16-24)

James Torrens , S.J., is an associate editor of America
magazine, a publication of the Jesuits of the United
States and Canada. Prior to his work at America ,
Torrens taught for 17 years in the English Department
at SCU. Torrens' complete translation of the "Paradiso" is called "Presenting Paradise" (University of
Scranton Press, 1993 ). Excerpts reprinted with permission of the publisher.
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SCU athletes

'86

go abroad
to extend their
"play time"
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dds were Pete Eisenrich '94 was not going
to play pro basketball.
A first-team All West Coast Conference
player his junior year, he had perhaps his
brightest moment in 1993 when he was named
player of the game as the Broncos upset nationally ranked Arizona in the NCAA tournament.
But Eisenrich's senior season was less spectacular-he was only the team's third-leading
scorer.
Besides, he had maintained a 3.72 academic
average at SCU. As winner of a prestigious NCAA
Postgraduate Scholarship, he could look forward
to graduate school.
But in his heart, Eisenrich wasn't quite through
with basketball. So when the Racing Club team
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from the tiny grand duchy of Luxembourg offered
him a contract to play, he signed on the dotted
line.
"I didn't think my NBA chances were worth
passing up a chance to go to Europe," said
Eisenrich, 24, now a litigation consultant for
Arthur Andersen Co. in San Francisco.
In what seems like a standard contract for
American players, Eisenrich was provided an
apartment, the use of a car, and meal money along
with a monthly salary. "A lot of people think you
go to Europe and make a lot of money. That definitely wasn' t the case with me. But it was easy
living," Eisenrich said. "They took great care
ofme."
For Eisenrich and other SCU graduates who

have played professional sports overseas, the real
payoff was being able to play the game they loved
while seeing the world.
Eisenrich is just one of several Santa Clarans
who have gone abroad to extend their basketball
careers. One of the first was probably Ralph
Ogden '70, the 11th all-time leading scorer on
the Bronco basketball team. After a hitch with
the Warriors, Ogden went on to star on German
courts for many years. Other early overseas recruits were Eddie Joe Chavez ' 78, who played in
South America, the Philippines, and the Far East,
and Korky Nelson ' 79, who played in Israel.
In more recent years, the trend has spread to
other sports as more college players look for ways
to prolong the "sporting life." Of the thousands
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Pete Eisenrich '94, winner of
an NCAA Postgraduate
Scholarship, did a short stint
with a basketball team in
Luxembourg
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of hard-working, gifted athletes who play on college teams each year, only a tiny fraction will
avoid serious injury and get the opportunity to
make a living playing kids ' games for money in
this country.
For men , there are a few opportunities but only
for outstanding athletes, usually from large
schools with powerhouse programs. As tough as
things are for men, professional sports careers for
women in the United States are virtually nonexistent. There is no professional women's league
here to support basketball, baseball , or soccer
players.
SA :'<TA
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That 's why Brandi Chastain ' 90, a women 's
intercollegiate Player of the Year as a senior, found
herself playing soccer in Japan. After leading the
Broncos in scoring with 22 goals and seven assists during her final season at SCU, Chastain was
picked for the U.S. national team. But there was
no way for her to stay in the United States and
make a living playing soccer.
After a Japanese scout caught her performance
at the 1991 World Cup match in China, she was
invited to Toyokawa to play for a Japanese autoparts manufacturer.
Chastain said she learned a great deal , both
about the game and about Japan , during her yearlong stint. The style of Japanese soccer, she found ,
was much less aggressive than the play she was
used to. "The philosophy is different," she said.
"The Japanese play in small spaces, and that translates into their game. The big, powerful long cross
or long clear just won't do there. Their style is
very subtle."
Chastain, now an assistant coach with the SCU
women's team, said she has incorporated both
styles into her current play and into her coaching. To Chastain, however, as important as what
she learned about the game is what she discovered about Japanese culture.
"As much as you can learn in a classroom,"
she said, "it can't compare to actually being there.
I'm very grateful for that opportunity."
Sue Wall '93 is more ambivalent about her
Japanese soccer experience, though she's glad to
have had a chance to continue playing after college. These days Wall, 24, works as a salesperson at her mother's health food store, coaches a
high school women's team in San Jose, and gives
private lessons to goalkeepers.
Wall 's career as goalkeeper for the Bronco
soccer team was outstanding. She graduated with
34 shutouts and set school records for career
goals-against average (0. 71) and best single-season goals-against average (0.29 in 1990).
Despite being one of the premier female goalkeepers in the country, she thought she had no
prospects for a career in soccer. "You go through
college, and that's the peak," said Wall. "There's
so much talent that ends in college."
But in her senior year, she found herself running drills under the gaze of a Brazilian coach
scouting talent for a corporate-owned team in
Japan. Six weeks after graduation , she was on a
plane headed for Tokyo, the newest member of a
team owned by Shida Corp., a food-services firm .
Playing in Japan turned out to be a mixed bag
for Wall. As a traveler, she found the opportunity
to learn the language and immerse herself in the
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culture exciting. And she managed to save money
from her salary-$3,800 a month plus expenses.
But as an athlete, Wall was disappointed in the
quality of play. Her team was composed of three
non-Japanese, several women who had office jobs
with Shida, and several high school girls. Practices were poorly managed , she said, lasting four
to six hours per day, and facilities were medioere. Hours ahead of practices, an assistant coach
would have to stake out a field in a public park to
make sure the team would have space to play.
Yet, despite the different levels of play,
Chastain can sum up the reason U.S. women players go to Japan in a few words: "Here, there is no
equivalent."
For football players, there's nothing like playing in the United States. But making the cut is
not usually a very realistic goal, even for many
strong college players. Take Matt Spence '92.
He was a fullback at a small university with
a modest football program, playing in the shadow of fellow running back Aron Wise '93, who
was the school's all-time career yardage leader.
So even though Spence was an accomplished
fullback- a four-year starter, voted to the All
West Coast Conference team in his junior and
senior years-he never really expected to play
professionally.
But then the Paris Frelons gave him a call.
Starting in 1988, SCU became part of a pipeline to French football, care of a Santa Clara high
school coach who recommended players to the
European clubs. Spence, now a 25-year-old
community relations manager for the NBA's Los
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Angeles Clippers, was only too happy to head
across the Atlantic. "I always wanted to go study
abroad like everybody else but couldn't do it playing football," he said. "It sounded awesome-to
continue playing football after you graduate and
see Europe. I basically got to see Europe for free.
It was a great way to go."
After playing four years in the shadow of Wise,
Spence became a football luminary in the City of
Light. It wasn't exactly glamorous, traveling by
bus to small crowds in such cities as Marseilles
and Toulouse, but, as the de facto offensive coordinator in the huddle, Spence got to call his own
plays. That meant lots of running .
He can't say what his best game was-the
team didn't keep any stats-but, Spence said
nonchalantly, " I got 150 to 200 yards , got a couple
of touchdowns. That was pretty regular."
Making the trip to France with Spence was
Bronco teammate Matt Schnug '92, a center who
was invaluable in teaching blocking schemes to
French offensive linemen.
Although French teams can field only three
Yanks at a time, American football players wield
great influence because of their experience and
knowledge .
William Rainey '91 was a free safety for the
Broncos. But at his first practice with the Paris
Rangers , he mentioned to the coach that he
S LI M .\1 I•: H
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Both Sue Wall '93 (ABOVE)
and Brandi Chastain '90
(BOTTOM LEFT) took a
shot at professional soccer
in Japan
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(TOP LEFT) Les Trois Americains : • .. ~
(left to right), Matt Schnug '92, ~
Mike Scialabba of San Jose State
University, and Matt Spence '92,

~
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teamed up with the Paris Frelons. ~(TOP RIGHT) No. 23 William ~
Rainey '91 and No. 25 Tony
Evenson '91 with a French
teammate on the Paris Rangers.
(BOTTOM RIGHT) Former
captain of SCU's volleyball team
Shauna Jonas '93 played for a
team in Neuchatel, Switzerland

ForSCU graduates
who have played
professional sports
overseas, the real
payoff was being able
to play the game they
loved while seeing
the world
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quarterbacked his high school team. Just as an
Shauna Jonas '93 described her year playing
volleyball in Switzerland in similar terms. Headaside.
"The coach turned, got the football from the quartered in the town of Neuchatel, Jonas lived
quarterback, and handed it to me, " recalled on the edge of a long, finger-shaped lake, with
Rainey, who finished law school at McGeorge the Jura Mountains to the west and the Alps towUniversity in Sacramento this spring. "He just ering in the east.
"Absolutely a dream ," Jonas said. "I lived at
took the ball out of the guy's hands and said,
the
top of the town, and I could just walk across
'You're our new quarterback.'
the
street and go running in the forest. I'd never
"I put in a run-and-shoot offense. We threw
lived
anywhere that snowed, so that was great."
about 40 times per game. They 'd never seen that
Another
draw was Neuchatel 's location in the
much passing before."
French-speaking
section of Switzerland. "French
Speaking almost no French himself, Rainey
would call plays to the English-speaking wide was my minor," said Jonas. "That was good bereceiver and center, who would translate for the cause the coach spoke no English at all."
rest of the team. Meanwhile, Rainey would walk
Aside from the scenery and the language,
up to the Iine of scrimmage and wait for his team- Switzerland offered Jonas the chance she
wouldn't have had in the United States: to conmates to join him.
Of course, French football would never be mis- tinue playing volleyball. A 5-foot-11-inch outtaken for the NFL. There are four divisions in side hitter who ranked as one of the Broncos '
France, varying according to skill level.
all-time career leaders in kills, Jonas captained
The Frelons, in the tier below the elite divi- the women's volleyball team her junior and
sion , were composed of weekend warriors-men senior years.
in their 20s and 30s who held down day jobs. One
In her junior year, the team earned its firstmanaged an art gallery; one worked on the French
stock exchange; two long-haired twin brothers
were social workers.
"Most of the guys were washed-up rugby and l
soccer players," Rainey said of his teammates on B
~

the Rangers.

But after all, it was only a game. Playing was ~
fun. Playing in Paris was like a dream.
~
Between practices and games, Rainey traveled
to Amsterdam and Italy, London and Berlin, and
familiarized himself with Parisian night life. His
friend, SCU wide receiver Tony Evenson '9 1, was
a teammate, roommate, and traveling companion.
"It was the best time of my life," said Rainey,
recalling the losing 3-6 season.
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ever post-season tournament berth. In Jonas' senior season, the Broncos won the league title and
were invited to the NCAA tournament.
Had Jonas stayed in the United States, however, her opportunities to move from college into
professional volleyball would have been virtually
nil. A national volleyball league folded several
years ago, and now only a few premier players,
sponsored by giant corporations, are given the
chance to compete for lucrative cash prizes in
beach volleyball tournaments.
Not that the Swiss team she played for was
l 00 percent professional. The club, in Switzerland 's second-tier league, arranged for Jonas to
get a student I.D. through the local university,
which enabled her to work when she wasn't
playing.
In other words, Jonas wasn't exactly making
a living as a volleyball player. Among her odd
jobs: sales work for a firm that made water-purification equipment and translations for several
computer software companies. Most of the other
women on the team held full-time jobs, and the
demands of the sport were not very rigorous practices three times a week followed by a match.
" Volleyball was just sort of a sideline to them,
like softball," Jonas said.
The pay was in line with the seriousness or
the lack of it-1 ,000 francs a month, which was
enough to rent a room in a house with a little left
over for expenses. But Jonas wasn't in Switzerland to make money, anyway. "For me, it was just
a great experience, a chance to go abroad and be
part of a community of people," said the 23-yearold, who now works for an international student
exchange organization in San Francisco.
Europe is also the land of opportunity for good
American basketball players unable to break into
the ranks of the NBA. Virtually every country
there has a professional basketball league, with
the level of competition varying from top-notch
teams in Italy and Spain, where NBA journeymen have lengthened their careers, to club teams
in Belgium.
About IO SCU grads have found jobs in Europe over the years. Other former Broncos have
done stints on teams in Japan, Australia, Israel,
Venezuela, and Brazil.
At least two alums are currently playing in
Germany 's Bundesliga, including Nils Becker
' 89, a power forward in Bayreuth, and Jens Gordon '90, a power forward in Bamburg. Teams are
allowed two non-Germans each.
Coming out of college, Becker, a native German, wasn't really considering a professional
basketball career, although he was invited to

summer camp by the Philadel- g
phi a '76ers. He wasn't even surej
whether he would remain in the g
United States or return toci
Germany.
But the Bundesliga, which
keeps track of Germans playing
American college ball, called,
and now Becker plays before
crowds of about 6,000 fans in
arenas the size of Toso Pavilion
for a company that manufactures
binoculars.
Becker, 28, described his team
as semiprofessional, since most
of the players hold down second
jobs. With two years remaining
on his contract, Becker is starting his own business as a computer consultant this year.
Meanwhile, in Luxembourg
City, Pete Eisen rich 's experience
on the Racing CI u b team
amounted to a "cup of coffee,"
to use the baseball terminology.
His career abroad lasted only one month .
Eisenrich had been viewed as the club savior,
and he was, in fact, one of the leading scorers ,
averaging 31 points per game, while practicing
in dusty gyms and playing before a few dozen
spectators. But even Eisenrich 's prowess could
not keep the club in the winning column. "We
were just a terrible team ," he said.
Unfortunately, when the team began losing, the
committee that oversaw the club decided to cut
loose the lone American, who also happened to
be the most expensive player on the team.
The coach, a Czech, lobbied the club to retain
Eisenrich , but, with the team at 2-6, the committee offered only to keep the American on a trial
basis. Eisenrich balked, and he was released.
Despite a short-lived experience, Eisenrich
doesn't regret his decision to give Luxembourg a
shot. "I 'd do it again if I had the chance," said
Eisenrich. "The only reason I was there was to
enjoy Europe. I wasn't ready to work yet. I wanted
to play a little more."
0

Nils Becker '89 continues
his basketball career as
a power forward in
Bayreuth, Germany

Rene Romo ' 86 is a rep o rter for the Hartford
Courant.
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in operation after five years , the
SCU alums have an impre ssive track record , with two to
four generations of family
ownership.
If you are interested in benefiting from this storehouse of
experience, consider participating in the forum . For information , contact Director Larry
Robertson '74(MBA '81)(408554-4681) .
HIRE A STUDENT

Jerry Kerr '61

HELP FOR FAMILY
BUSINESSES

Eighty percent of all businesses in the United States are
family-owned. If you are a principal in one of those businesses,
you may want to investigate
SCU 's Family Business Forum.
The forum , establi shed by the
Executive Development Center
to enhance the competitiveness
of family firm s, addresses such
issues as how to
• build an organizational
structure for your company,
• evaluate family members
in the business and identify appropriate position s for them ,
• attract and retain key em ployees who are not in the family, and
• empower the next generation.
In May, the forum brought
together 24 families from the
SCU community who are involved in family businesses to
participate in a discussion of
these and other issues. Considering that only one of IO new
businesses in this country is still
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Recent grads have heard a
lot of buzzwords and advice
about finding a first job. The
truth is , today most first full time opportunities go to those
who have had part-time employment experience in their
chosen fields .
You can help Santa Clarans
get that experience-and serve
your own company's needs at
the same time-by employing
SCU students. Carolyn Hennings , director of Career Services , will match your employment needs with well-qualified
students. Your company will
benefit through the acquisition
of some well-prepared employees , and our future alumni will
be ready for entry into the job
market. For information on how
you can help and be helped, call
Carolyn (408-554-4421) .
CAMPUS SERVICES
AVAILABLE

Annual renewals or initial
memberships began in July for
alumni use of the Leavey Activities Center. For $160 a year,
you can improve your fitness
and quality of life. Contact the
Leavey Center (408-554-5450).
Other campus facilities
available to you are Orradre
Library and Kenna Computer
Lab. You also may dine in the
Faculty Club or receive tuition
remission for undergraduate
classes taken on an audit basi s.
Check with the Alumni AssoS A
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ciation (408-554-6800) for
details .
NEW LEADERSHIP

The Bob Boscacci '49 gavel,
symbol of leadership of the National Alumni Association, has
passed from Carlos Lopez '58
(M.A. ' 70) to John Mcinerny
'49 (J .D. ' 54), who steps in as
president . A superior court
judge, John resides in Saratoga
with his wife, Audrey. His son,
Tim , is in his second year at
SCU's School of Law.
A student-athlete who came
to the Mission campus from
Merced , John found that his
strength was in academics and,
eventually, public service. Long
active in the legal community
as well as at Santa Clara, the
judge looks forward to meeting
as many SCU families as possible at coming chapter events.
Our past president, Carlos,
celebrated the completion of his
term by teaching at Oxford and
subsequently touring Ireland.
He says his family's sojourn
has been memorable , but he
looks forward to returning to
class at Menlo College and to
the marvelous road system in
California.
Marte Formico '83 , Peninsula Chapter president, steps up
as the association's presidentelect. Marie Barry '68 is the
newest member of the officers '
circle, as she becomes first vicepresident. Both Marte, district
manager for Farmer's Insurance
Group, and Marie, director of
international product management at ALZA Pharmaceuticals, balance busy schedules.
Again , we have an excellent
lead team.

said: "It would be impossible to
do justice to the contribution
each of these individuals has
made. " Dick Coz, S.J., economics, Bob Pfeiffer ' 53, chemistry, Jim Sweeters, religious
studies, Geraldine Tomlinson ,
biology, and Joanne Gainen,
Teaching and Learning Center,
leave after a combined total of
148 years of service.
Along the alumni chapter
trail, appreciation recently focused on two Santa Claran s
who place a premium on helping their alma mater. Bernie
Clougherty ' 71 was feted in Los
Angeles as our 14th Santa Claran of the Year from Southern
California. Gordon Machado
'5 I, honored in Sacramento, is
the 23rd Santa Claran of the
Year from the San Joaquin Valley. Congratulations.
'39ERS GATHER

Many classes have periodic
reunions, but the '39ers are the
only class to meet every year.
Joe Speciale ' 39 advises his
classmates that the group will
meet in La Jolla in October.
HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY

The destination for our next
association trip is Maui, where
the men's basketball team competes against the nation 's firstranked UCLA Bruins and
third-ranked North Carolina
Quintets. If you are interested
in rooting for the Broncos and
enjoying an island holiday, contact this office or Michael Mastrocola ' 75 at Garden Alameda
Travel (408-286-2633). Departure dates are Nov. 17 and 18,
and return is Nov. 25 .
0

FACULTY , ALUMNI
HONORED

Commenting on the recent
retirement of five faculty members, Steve Privett, S.J., vicepresident for academic affairs,
~I A C A Z I i\ E

Jerry Kerr '61
Executive Director

ALUMNI

ALUMNI FOR
OTHERS

Dan Germann, S.J.
WORKING IN
SOLIDARITY WITH
THE POOR

When Patty (Kirrene)
Zannetti '86 returned to the
Sacramento area after a stint in
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, one
of the first things she did was
to join her local SCU Alumni
Association chapter.
The social activities were
great, but for Zannetti, co-director of a school for homeless
children, a component was
missing. She was looking for a
way to share with other alumni
the commitment to service she
had developed at SCU.
"I thought there were a lot
of people from Santa Clara who
might want to do something in
the community," she says.
Zannetti was right. During
the last three years, the University has developed Alumni for
Others (AFO), an Alumni Association program under the direction of Dan Germann, S.J.
Julie (Morin) Marcantuono '89
was the first AFO chair, succeeded this year by Karen
(Marold) Filice.'79.
Through alumni chapters,
AFO involves Santa Clara graduates in work with the poor and
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underserved. "At Santa Clara
we put emphasis on raising stud en ts' consciousness about
poverty," says Germann. " When
they graduate, we don ' t want
to just say, 'Goodbye. You 're on
your own.' We'd like to continue nourishing that concern."
Germann emphasizes that
the point of the program is not
simply to provide services.
Working in solidarity with the
poor, alumni learn from them
"the harsh realities of the economic, political, and social
structures that contribute to
poverty," he says.
AFO is now involved in a
number of projects; thumbnail
sketches of just a few follow.
Other programs include participation in Christmas in April,
Habitat for Humanity, and Big
Brothers/Big Sisters.
Although some of the
projects are local, they can be
replicated in chapters throughout the country. Unless otherwise noted , contact Germann
(408-554-5004) for further
information.
SAT PREPA RATION

Remember sweating through
the SATs? Perhaps your parents
paid for you to attend classes or
private tutoring to boost your
scores.
For students from low-income families , the SATs can be
even more daunting; and for
many, prep help is financially
out of reach .
SCU's Alumni Association
is addressing that need by providing tutors for SAT preparation classes in the Bay Area
through the nationwide College
Bound program.
"The young people we tutor
have the academic credentials
to be successful but often need
a little extra assistance to maxi mize their admission possibilities," says Chris Stampolis ' 87,
outreach worker for San Jose 's
SU :VI \1 I·: H
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Environmental Services and
publisher of the independent
Catholic newspaper Praxis.
If you can help , contact
Stampolis at 408-277-5533;
messages, 408-450-9800.
LOCAL PROJECTS

A disabled woman in her 80s
watches as the garden she lovingly tended becomes a tangle
of weeds . That was the situation
before 17 volunteers from the
San Francisco and Peninsula
alumni chapters appeared one
Saturday morning last May.
" In about 2 1/2 hours, an overgrown jungle was transformed
into a manicured garden," says
Tom Shymanski '78 of the
project , coordinated by Sue
Byrne '83 in conjunction with
the Bayview Hunters Point Network for Elders.
The gardening project is
only the latest of the Bay Area
chapters' work with the poor.
Twice in 1994, the San Francisco alums pitched in to help
Fresh Start Farms, a program
that teaches homeless people
organic farming on vacant inner-city lots .
Shymanski, whose first volunteer experience was with
Fresh Start Farms, says, " l
thought it was about time I
stopped saying I didn't have
time. When I made time , I
found it gave me a terrific feeling doing something for someone who didn ' t have anywhere
else to turn. "
To join the service efforts of
the San Francisco chapter, contact Shymanski (415-3967845). To work with the
Peninsula chapter, call Lisa
McClenahan ' 90 (M.A . ' 94)
(415-578-1059).
SUMMER SERVICE
PROJECTS

Gary, who ha s cerebral
palsy, monitors the compliance
of San Francisco bus drivers
I
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with disability access rules.
This summer he was assisted by
Santa Clara student Chri stie
Olsen ' 97 through the Summer
Service Project, co-sponsored
by the Alumni Association and
Campus Ministry.
Students in this program are
helping disabled people in San
Francisco and runaway teens in
Orange County. They work
alongside alums who have
made their careers in social service agencies.
Alumni also provide housing
and support for the undergraduates . Char (Hart) Cuomo ' 85 ,
for example, met once a week
with the SCU students working
at CASA youth shelter. " My
role was to ask the questions :
' How will this make your life
different? What will you do
with this experience when you
get back to Santa Clara?' "
FAITH DOING
JUSTICE RETREA TS

"What does it mean to live a
Chri stian life where the poor are
at the center instead of on the
edges?" That was the question
posed at the first Faith Doing
Justice Retreat, held last spring
at Our Lady of the Oak s in
Applegate.
Working from Scripture, the
gro up began by looking at
Christ's relationship with the
poor, says Germann , who
helped organize the retreat with
me mbers of the Sacramento
a lumni chapter.
Zannetti, another of the organizers, says , " I think we came
away inspired to incorporate
faith with justice- not just to go
to church on Sunday but also to
work with the poor, to do something in the community."
Germann is interested in facilitating similar retreats with
other chapters.
0
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retired from high school teaching and coaching in
Sonoma County after 35 years. He and his wife, Janet ,
live in Oysterville, Wash. They have nine children;
four daughters and two sons-in-law are Santa Clara
grads.
Peter Henriot, S.J., directs a center for social and theological research and does pastoral work in a local-language mission station in
Lusaka, Zambia.
Bob Waegner and his wife, Darlene, own and
operate Dar's Ark-Exotic Bird Breeders in
Half Moon Bay.
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John Filippi is semiretired after practicing
law for 48 years. He and his wife of 54 years,
Elna, live in Mountain View, where they enjoy their
six grandchildren.

61

Rollie Freitas married Ellen Dooley, April 23,
at Mission Santa Clara, and they honeymooned in Portugal. Rollie works for ServiceMaster
in San Francisco. Their home is in Santa Clara.
Joe Kelly was appointed chief, Managed Care
Division , California State Department of
Health Services, Sacramento.
Tim and Patti (Fifield) '65 Hartnagel live
in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, where Tim is
a sociology professor and dean of St. Joseph's College , University of Alberta. Patti is active in her
pottery business and in Project Ploughshares , a disarmament organization.
Anita (Ruffalo) Thede is a realtor and owner
of Northbrae Properties in North Berkeley.
She is the broker for seven agents in addition to closing 25 to 30 transactions annually on her own. She
and her husband , John, have three sons.
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50

Frank Britton is engaged in international
commerce in Calexico. Leighton Hatch, a
judge, is a member of the board of directors, Sacramento Food Bank Services.
Peter Coniglio is a managing partner of
Hudson, Martin, Ferrante & Street, Monterey.
After graduation, he enlisted in the U.S. Air Force,
attended OCS, and served as an officer during the
Korean War. He is a board member of Monterey Golf
Foundation , Santa Clara University Regent s ,
Monterey County Bank, Monterey Bay Aquarium,
Asilomar Conference Center, Monterey Peninsula
Commercial Property Owners Association, and AT&T
Pebble Beach Pro-Am Youth Fund. He and hi s wife,
Patricia, have six daughters , four of whom are Santa
Clara grads . Al Thompson and hi s wife , Carolyn ,
live in Miami Springs, Fla. They retired to La Antigua ,
Guatemala, 1988 . He had been an education professor at Marquette University in Milwaukee for 22 years
and earned two Fulbright awards , one to Mexico and
the other to Guatemala.
Ken Lindegren lives in Lancaster and has
been named to " Who's Who in the West ," 24th
edition.
AI Walsh practice s law in Coquille ,
Oregon.

65

51

53
54
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Pat Baker retired from Pacific Bell after 27
years and moved to Castleblayney, County
Monaghan , Ireland , with his wife, Bernie, and children , 7-year-old Sean and 4-year-old Ryan. Jay
Kanitz is a financial consultant in Tucson , Ariz. Jim
Unmack lives in Rancho Palos Verdes and is health
and safety director of Earth Tech.
Kathleen (Hopper) Fedeli is an accounting
manager for lntropa Tours Inc. of Houston and
San Jose. Her husband, Nicholas '65 (J.D. '72) , practices law in San Jose. Their home is in Saratoga. John
Sieh and his wife , Mary Jean , live in Sao Paulo, Brazil , with their six children , ages 18 to one year. The
youngest are I-year-old twin boys. Anita Whelan
(M.A. '92) makes her home in San Jose. She is a licensed marriage-family-and-child counselor and
works part time in Oak Grove School District.
Marie (Racioppi) Barry is director of international product management at Alza Pharmaceuticals , Palo Alto. Her husband, Douglas '66
(J .D. ' 74 ), is a partner at Financial Services Division, David Powell Inc ., Woodside . They have lived
in Palo Alto over 20 years and have two sons, Christopher '92 and Matthew. Marie is a member of Santa
Clara 's Alumni Association Board of Directors. Capt.
Bernie Carter, U.S. Navy, is a periodontist and clinic
director at Camp Pendleton, Oceanside. He and his
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Wilfrid Cunningham retired in 1988 as an
auditor with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. He now works part time for Price-Costco. He
and his wife, Kathleen , live in Sacramento and have
three children and three grandchildren. Michael King
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wife , Barb, have two children , Marc and Alexis.
Carol (Armin) Sexton received a doctorate in organizational behavior from U.C.-lrvine and is teaching
at Otago , Dunedin, New Zealand. Magi (Durney)
Young is director, annual and special gifts program ,
Santa Clara University.
Raymond Davilla (J.D. '72) was given the
Santa Clara County Bar Association 's 1995
Byrl Salsman Award for contributions to the local
legal profession and community. He also received the
1995 St. Christopher School Distinguished Graduate
Award from the National Catholic Educational Association. He is a partner in Kelly, Leal , Davilla &
Sears, Sunnyvale. He and his wife, Jane, and four
children live in San Jose . Denise (Williams) Klein
Douwel and her husband, John , have lived in the north
of Ghana for 20 years. She tends to village women 's
health needs , and he works in reforestation in an effort to keep the Sahara Desert from moving farther
south. Joseph Murphy (MBA ' 75) is a senior business planner for Amdahl Corp.-Enterprise Storage
Systems. His home is in San Jose. Dennis Smolarski ,
S.J. , has a new book , "Sacred Mysteries , Sacramental Principles and Liturgical Practice" (Paulist Press ,
1995). He is an associate professor of mathematics
at Santa Clara.
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Michael Hajny is vice president of the international electrical engineering honor society,
Eta Kappa Nu. He earned an MSEE from the University of Michigan and is a principal in Metering
Engineering Inc., Charleston, S.C. , which provides
worldwide engineering management services related
to metering . Steve Sutter is first vice president, sales
and marketing, Northern California region,
Warmington Homes Northern California Division. He
is responsible for all marketing and sales activity in
the Bay Area and Sacramento regions.
Jocelyn (Lamson) Combs, her husband,
Richard '72, and their two daughters, Cassie
and Michelle, live in Pleasanton. Jocelyn is a director of the East Bay Park District. Victoria Deasy
earned a master 's degree in education and teaches
deaf children to listen and speak. She taught in Rome
from I 979-81 and, in 1984, founded a nonprofit organization , the Phoenix Education Center. She is ex ecutive director of its facility in Foster City, where
she lives with her 4-year-old son , Kevin. Barbara
(Pefley) Morgan is director of marketing at
ValliWide Bank, Fresno, where she earned an MBA
from California State University. She and her husband, Douglas , live in Clovis .
Ken Barnes and his wife, Barbara, have lived
in St. Louis , Mo. , for 20 years. He is director
of music ministries at St. Mary Magdalen Parish and
a board member of the local chapter of Pastoral Musicians. They have two children , 9-year-old Stephen
and 5-year-old Carolyn. John Bettencourt , a senior
tax partner at Atherton Associates , Modesto, took on
an extra job one February morning this year as a member of the Modesto Bee 's "Bee Line" panel. As one
of six tax professionals manning the phones in the
paper's newsroom , he dispensed free tax advice.
Kevin Delaney is an account executive for Contract
Interiors , Fountain Valley. He and his wife , Kimberl y,
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A WELL-REGULATED LIFE
Alum brings the gospel offood and drug regulation to emerging nations
rthur Hull Hayes Jr. '55 is ~
watching a group of Ka- ';;
zakhs filling IV bottles: "They €
have one window air conditioner.
They're washing the bottles by
hand, putting them in a small sterilizer. The room has no filtration
system. When they run out of IV
bottles-which is often-they
use old ketchup and wine
bottles."
Hayes has been invited to
Kazakhstan, once a Soviet state,
by the minister of health to advise his government about health
care product regulation. This is
not the first such trip undertaken
by the former commissioner of
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. He has also consulted
with the governments of Russia,
Uzbekistan, Poland, and China.
Hi s advice is usually the
same : " There 's always some
would-be bureaucrat with grandiose ideas to develop a sophis- Arthur Hull Hayes Jr. '55 visits a pharmacy in Kazakhstan
ticated organization like the FDA confronted with a previously un- in the medical field, with emergthat can do everything. My mes- known drug danger: tampering.
ing countries. "My work isn 't missage is, 'You've got to set priori- Someone had put cyanide into sionary in any formal sense, but I
ties. You don 't need a couple of bottles of Tylenol, causing seven kind of see it that way. I give of
hundred factory inspectors if you deaths in the Chicago area.
my experience," he says.
only have one factory. Address
Hayes ' task was a delicate one.
Not that he hasn 't done some
those issues that you believe will "People wanted to be warned, and honest-to-goodness missionary
be most important over the next they wanted to be reassured at the work in his time. A permanent deafew years.'"
same time," he says. Tylenol was con in the Catholic Church, he
When Hayes gives advice, it's immediately taken off the shelves, helped to set up the PEACE founfrom a wealth of experience. For but the public was suddenly con- dation, which supports Jesuit eduthe last four years he has oper- cerned about all over-the-counter cational efforts in the South
ated MediScience Associates, a medications.
Pacific. In 1970, he, his wife, Barcompany that consults on drug
"I didn't want to alarm people bara, and his sister traveled to
development and regulation. He's so that they wouldn't take their Pohnpei in the Carolines to set up
a professor of medicine and phar- medicine," Hayes says. "The whole the island's first medical clinic.
macology at Pennsylvania State over-the-counter market could
Not content to wait at the clinic
University and at New York Med- have collapsed. And, of course, I for patients to come to them, Hayes
ical College, where he was also was worried about copycats."
and his team traveled into the
provost and dean. Along the way,
In response to the crisis, the jungle to treat patients. At one
he did a stint as president and FDA promulgated regulations re- settlement, they were greeted by
CEO of a pharmaceutical com- quiring companies to develop the whole tribe in what Hayes unpany-and don 't forget his clini- tamper-evident packaging for over- derstood as a sort of test. A young
cal practice and his teaching.
the-counter drugs, and Congress mother stepped forward with her
Then there was his tenure at passed laws levying criminal pen- baby, complaining that the child
the FDA, wh ich provided him alties for tampering.
had a rash on his legs.
with a wholly new kind of expeHayes shares the knowledge he
But Hayes noticed that the child
rience in drug regulation. In Sep- gained during his tenure at the also had a huge lump over his right
tember of 1982, Hayes was FDA, as well as during a lifetime eye. At once he suspected a boil ,
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which, if it grew much bigger,
might penetrate the boy 's skull
and invade his brain. On the other
hand, the problem might also be
a tumor.
Palpating the lump, Hayes
concluded that his original guess
was right, and he decided to lance
the boil. "My wife looked at me
as if to say, 'Are you sure you
want to do that? " ' he recalls. If
the lump turned out to be a tumor, it would bleed profusely,
which, understandably, would
frighten and anger the tribe. "But
I got out the scalpel," Hayes says,
"and my sister got out the rosary,
and we went ahead." Hayes says
he was never so glad to see pus.
Aside from his work with
PEACE and other charitable
groups, Hayes has also made numerous contributions to SCU. A
member of the Board of Regents,
he received an honorary degree
from Santa Clara in 1980.
0
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HOME IMPROVEMENT
Susan Stanton '70 guides industry giant
magine that, over the last five ~
years, sales in your industry ~
have been virtually stagnant- in- !
creasing only 1 percent. At the ~
same time, retail space devoted {
to products like yours has been ~
increasing rapidly-up 53 percent over the same period.
~
That's the challenge facing
Susan Stanton '70, president and
chief operating officer of Payless
Cashways, one of the big players
in the home improvement field.
Last year, the company sold more
than $2.6 billion worth of lumber, paint, hardware, tools, electrical and plumbing suppliesanything a builder or remodeler
might need . Based in Kansas
City, Mo., Payless has stores in
24 states including California,
where retail outlets are called
Lumber Jack.
"We 're in one of the most, if
not the most, competitive sectors
of retailing," says Stanton of her
company.
If there's anyone who can
guide a company to meet the Susan Stanton '70
challenges of competition, it's distribution to address problems.
Stanton, whose team approach to
In the late '80s, those problems
management has led to signifi- included a decline in sales growth
cant-and highly profitabledue partly to fierce competition for
changes in the way Payless does the do-it-yourselfer's dollar from
business.
Home Depot and other retailers .
When Stanton signed on as But Stanton realized that sales to
director of strategic planning in professional remodelers were the
1983, "the industry was probably real growth area in the industry. As
not what you would call leading then-senior vice president of adedge," she says. "It was consid- ministration/planning, she and
ered a sign of weakness to say other senior managers decided to
you needed help from someone shift the company 's marketing
else in the company. Most peo- strategy.
ple had an 'I'll do it myself'
"It used to be that about threeapproach."
quarters of our sales were to
As she worked her way up in homeowner-consumers and onethe organization, Stanton brought quarter to professionals," she says.
with her a more " interdiscipli- "Now it 's more like 50/50. That's
nary" style. First, she did a lot of helped fuel our growth."
To initiate such a broad change,
visiting in stores around the country and a lot of talking with em- Stanton had to gain trust and reployees at all levels of the spect in an industry where she was
operation. Then she brought something of an outsider. As a
people together from the stores, woman, she was " a bit of an oddfrom merchandising, and from ity" in the remodeling business, she
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says. Indeed, women are scarce in
the highest echelons of all corporations. Excepting those who have
inherited their positions, Stanton is
probably one of the few women at
her level in the entire country.
More significant for Payless
Cashways than her gender, Stanton
had no experience in lumber and
no background in retail. Prior to
joining the company, she had a dual
appointment as county manager
and director of corrections for
Jackson County, Mo. Still , she insists, "It's not that difficult to pick
up the basic things. In managing
organizations, it doesn ' t make that
much difference if it's retail, government, or industry."
To learn her new field, she says
she went through an "inquiry process like anybody would do in
school." She credits her Jesuit education with her ability to be flexible.
Stanton started her college career at Trinity in Washington, D.C.
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When she expressed a desire to
transfer, her father said, "Pick any
Jesuit school you want."
Stanton is grateful for that
guidance. "My education was a
real critical factor in what happened to me afterwards," she
says.
"The approach was not, ' Let
me teach you a whole set of facts'
that are going to get outdated and
irrelevant anyway." Instead, she
says , SCU " teaches people to
learn, and that's something you
use throughout your life. "
Stanton is still learning, an attitude she brings to the challenges
that currently confront her company. "There have been so many
new stores in home improvement
over the last five years," she says.
"What we're doing now is trying
to grow the business in a really
competitive environment. "
0
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make their ho me in Orange. Paul Dolan III has been
winemaster at Fetzer Vineyards since 1977 and president s ince 1992. He was named Wine make r of the
Year in 199 1 by Los Angeles Times wine columnist
Dan Berge r. Terrence McMahon head s the Menlo
Park ex te nsion o f Orrick, Herring ton & Sutcliffe,
spec iali zin g in inte llectual property, sec urities, corporate, and labor law. John McMorrow (J .D . ' 76)
practices la w in Fremont.
Michael Hope is Pacific-reg ion ma nag in g
partner of Andersen Consulting's utilities in du stry practice, encompassing nine Western states and
British Columbia. John Hawkins (MBA '76) is pres ident and CEO of C lo ud Nine Shuttle limous ine se rv ice in San Diego. Clare Krebsbach , he r husband,
Tom Barber. and the ir sons, Joe and Sam, live in San
Rafael. She is a teac he r a t Marin Catholic Hi g h
School. Tom Pesce is vice president a nd loan officer
of First National Bank of Central California ,
Monterey o ffi ce . Edie (Fulcher) Reclu sa do , a
teac her a t C rys ta l Springs E lementary School ,
Bothell , Was h., was one of 150 rec ipie nts in 30 states
of a 1994 Milke n Family Foundation National Educator Award .
John Giang a nd hi s wife , Joa ni e, li ve in
Cha lan Payo, Guam. He is a n ass ista nt U.S.
a tt o rn ey fo r th e Di strict of Guam a nd Northern
Ma rianas Is la nds Criminal Prosec utions Di v isio n.
Patricia (Randall) Holaday was a rec ipient of San
J ose YW CA's Tribut e to Wom e n and Indu stry
(TWIN ) Award . Harry Khami s, direc tor of the stati sti ca l consultin g center at Wri ght Stat e Univers ity,
Dayton , Ohio, has been appointed professor of mathe mati cs a nd statistics . Meredith Nino-Egbert and
her husband , John , have li ved in the Seattle area for
IO years. They have three children: Dav id , 12; Jeffrey. 9: a nd Kri ste n, 6. Me red ith is a pastora l assista nt in religiou s education a t her parish and is
in the pastoral studies maste r's program at Seattle
University.
Meredith Bigley , after a 15-year career in
sa les and ma rke ting, returned to sc hool full
time , com ple ting a four-year study of Chinese med ic ine. She has an acupuncture and c linical he rbol ogy
practice in Los Gatos. Ronald Campbell and hi s
wife . Ja ne. announce the birth of their second c hild ,
A ndrew Willi am , on Marc h 6, in Fo untain Va lley.
They li ve in Huntingto n Beac h. Ron is a re po rte r fo r
the Orange Co unt y Reg iste r. Michael a nd Leslie
(Raggio) Righetti live in Whitefi sh, Mont., where
he is a n ort hopedic surgeon.
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James Coy le is a ppearing in the play " Public

Ene m y" at the Iri sh Arts Center in New Yo rk
C ity. Mary Dignan-Rosten is an associate in the Sacramen to law firm Kronick , Moskovit z, Tiedemann
& G irard , natural reso urces/publi c age ncy department. Peter Holewin ski works for Citibank in
Singapo re where he liv es with hi s wife , Mary
Franci s Walsh . and the ir children: Aron , 6 ; Kev in ,
4: a nd Juli a , I. Mary Frances is on the board of directors of the American Association of Singapore and
writes for the American Women 's Association.
Kristi (Kjos) McKiney , her hu sband , Frank ,
a nd c hildre n, J .W. a nd Mic hell e, li ve near
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Stuttgart , Germany. Kri sti is a part -time technical
writer for Scientific Software Inc . Barbara (M iller)
See-Wilde is director of purc has ing for Togo ·s, a 269unit sandwich shop c hain . She a nd her husband , Chris ,
live in Saratoga w ith their children , 9-year-old Diana
and 4-year-old Alec. Darlene (D' Amico) Sorci and
he r husband , Gaeton , announce the birth of their first
c hild , Dominica Ann , o n Dec. 29 , in San Jos~. John
"Jack" Treacy , S.J ., is assoc iate pastor of S t. Agnes
Church, San Franci sco.
Andy Ackerman directs the te lev is ion comed ies "Seinfeld" and " Frasier." Denise (Bass)
Allen and her husband, Walte r, announce the birth of
thei r first ch ild , Eva Victoria. o n April 20 , in Oakland , where Deni se is a pediatric dent ist. Gregory
Anderson and hi s wife, S he rry, a nnounce the birth
of their third c hild , Ian Patrick, in Mo rden , Manitoba,
where they live with 6-year-o ld Jonathan and 2-yearo ld Rebecca. Tom Dal y a nd hi s wife . Nancy, announce the birth of the ir third ch il d , Joseph Callahan,
on March 28 , in Seattle. They li ve in Bell evue with
c hildre n Caroli ne and John. Tom is a business unit
exec utive for IBM . Anna Fast and he r hu sband , Gerry
Bri sson , adopted a d a ug ht e r, Audrey Alexandra
Bri sson-Fast, born Jul y 2 1, 1994. Thei r home is in
Ferndale , Mich. Nancy (Cole) Hall a nd her hu sba nd ,
Mic hae l, announce the birth of the ir third c hild. Sarah Michelle , on April 19 , in Irving , Texas. Jeanne
(Pellegrini) Lanciere and he r husband , Michael. live
in San Franci sco with the ir children , Nico le, Barbara,
and Marco. Paul Newland lives in Little ton , Colo.,
and operates Hercules Indu stries, De nve r. A favorite
pa s tim e is s kiin g a t B eave r C ree k . Brian
Passalacqua , M .D., is director of family medic ine
fo r Northern Nevada Medi cal Group, Re no. where
he lives with hi s wife, Janet Frey, R.N.
Peter Buckley has been working as a writer/
performer since g raduation and is to uring with
" What Happened." Centering on the Buddhist objective of joyful partic ipation in the sorrows of ex iste nce, the show played at Mountain View Cente r for
the Performing Arts in Marc h. Michael Dee and hi s
wife, Julie, announce the birth of the ir first c hild ,
Lauren Elizabeth , on May 3," 1994 , in Dallas, whe re
they live . Michael is a rea l estate representat ive- for
Pay less Shoesource in the Da ll as/Fort Worth a rea .
Kristopher King is a math teac he r a nd g irl s' bas ketball coach at Holmes Juni or Hi gh in Davi s, where
he lives with hi s wife , Pat, and the ir two sons, Ollie
and Mike. Joseph LoPresti lives in Latina . Ital y,
where he is owner-broker of San Marco Real Estate
Agency. Mark Phillips, M.D .. lives in Myrtle C reek,
Ore., with hi s wife, Lisha. and their sons. Donald a nd
Nathan. He is a member of Fletcher Medica l Clinic.
Hank Rogers is exec utive director of Builders' Exc hange of Santa C lara County. Bill Sinsky and hi s
wife, Kerry, anno unce the birth of the ir fifth c hild ,
Macken zie " Mack ," o n Marc h 16. He joins s iblin gs
Sean, 6 ; Will , 5; Sarah, 3: and Murphy, I , in the family 's White Fi sh Bay, Wi sc., ho me.
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Lenore Aguilar is a strateg ic pl anner/marketing analyst with San Joaquin Genera l Hospital. He r husband , Jeff Setness J.D. '80 is a n attorney
who deals with white-coll ar c rime. They live in StockS l " \I\IFB
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ton w ith the ir son. 3-year-o ld Taylor. Sean Bobbitt
is a free -la nce came ra ma n, shooting a doc umen tary
in Sarajevo. He won a Peabody Award for work with
th e C hri s ti a n Science Monitor. Hi s hom e is in
England. Scott Freeman works for th e William
Morri s talent agency in Southern Ca li fornia . Brad
Hulsey, M.D. , is an anesthesiologist in Tucson, Ariz.
Jebb Johnson (J.D. '84) practices law w ith Bosche
& Johnson , Newport Beac h. Doug Kaufman and hi s
wife , Je nnifer, announce the birth of their first c hild ,
Michae l Do ug las " the Spud," on Aug. 14 , 1994. in
Mountain View. Anna McCann is corporate control le r fo r Zitel Corp., Fremont. She li ves in Santa C lara
w ith he r husba nd and two daughters. Patrick and
Nancy (Aga n) Murphy a nnounce the birth of the ir
second c hild, Nicole Elizabeth , o n Nov. 14, in San
Francisco. John Norcross and hi s wife , Kathry n,
a nnounce the birth of a son, John Woods, on Marc h
5. in Carl sbad. Gretchen (King) Ryan and he r husband , Dan '81, live in Redwood Estates with the ir
sons, Seamus and Corrnac. Dan is a police officer in
Pa lo Alto.
Grace (Herring) and Brian Ca ntoni M.S.
'87 ann o unce the birth of the ir first c hild ,
Cathleen Josephine, on Dec. 2, in San Jose. Bria n is
e ng ineering ma nager for Quinton Imaging Di v ision ,
Sunnyvale . James Mitchell is a partne r in the San
Francisco law firm Cobl e n z, Co he n, McCabe &
Breyer. He lives in San Mateo . Greg O'Leary and
hi s wife, Gina, announce the birth of a daughter, La na
Teresa, on Apri l 3, in S tock ton. Michael Rose ndin
is seni o r vice pres ident and a real estate broke r with
Co lli ers Parrish Int e rnation a l, San Jo se. Susa n
Schmidt lives in Jakarta, Indonesia, where she works
for the Jaka rta Inte rnatio nal School as a learnin g spec iali st. Kathleen (K ing) Twomey is a teache r a t
Peterson Middle School , Sunnyvale. He r hu sband ,
Brendan '80 ( J .D. '84) is an attorney with Pacte l
Business Systems, San Francisco. They live in Los
Altos wi th their c hildre n, Shannon and Luke .
Julie Begley married Pe ter Butt, Sept. 17, at
St. Patri ck 's Church , Larkspur. Former classmate Gregory Bonfiglio, S.J ., officiated. Their home
is in Corte Made ra. Joseph Cimmarusti is a clinical
research associate at the Univers it y of Utah Medical
Center Gastroenterology Departm e nt. Ca rol
(Sc humacher) Figueria is in desi gn a nd marketin g
for Why Be Normal/Kandy Ki ss, Sylmar, a privatela bel c lo thing manu fac ture r for g irls 12 month s to 14
years. Paul Martin is a first ass istant director of a
film be ing shot in Bul garia . John Masero , hi s wife,
a nd childre n. Justin and Je nnife r, live in San Jose.
John is a manager in fin ance for United Techno log ies and has a mortgage loan officer license. Marque
Nock-Molodanof and her husband , Jack , a nnounce
the birth of the ir daughter, Olivia Te resa , on April
I 0, in Sacramen to. Julie Sly is editor/bus iness man ager of The Catho li c Herald , week ly newspape r for
the Diocese o f Sacramen to. She authored the bi og raphy "The Ca ll to Mini stry: The Vi sion of Bi sho p
John J . Sullivan ," (Sheed a nd Ward Publi shing , Kan sas C it y, Mo .). Joyce Wiederhold married Lee
Woodje tt s, Oct. 15 , 1993, at St. John 's Luthe ra n
C hurc h, Sacrame nt o . Their home is in Mountain
View. Eileen (Wathen) Wilner works for Independent Adoption Cente r. Pleasant Hill.
Patricia Wang (M BA '8 5) is a full -time
mother to 4 -year-o ld Al ison. Kristin DeckCote and her hu sband , Jean, li ve in St. Catharines,
Ontario, where their first son , Philippe. was born Aug.
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FORECAST: SUNNY
Christopher Nance '76 knows which way the wind blows

D

oes Los Angeles really
have weather? The line
sounds like a s.etup for one of the
jokes Christopher Nance '76 used
to tell when he did stand-up comedy as a wacky waiter on Cannery Row.
Instead, it's a question Nance
has to confront every day as
weather forecaster for KNBCTV in Los Angeles, and he means
to tell you meteorology in the
land of perpetual sunshine is no
walk in the park.
"It really gets rough in Southern California," says Nance. "For
six to seven months at a time, the
weather forecast is 'morning
clouds followed by hazy sunshine.' You have to be a little bit
creative. That's where my experience in stand-up comes in."
Nance made his way into
broadcasting from a stint as a Bay
Area comic. The owner of the
CBS affiliate in Monterey caught
his act and offered him a job in
front of the camera as a news
reporter.
Nance, who had no journalistic experience (he was a political
science major at Santa Clara),
says he "did it all by feel. I
equated it with writing stand-up
comedy except there was no
punch line."
Then, in 1982, the station's
meteorologist went on maneuvers with his Army Reserve unit.
Noticing the large number of
natural science classes Nance had
taken in college, management
asked him to fill in.
"I would do as much weather
as I could think of, then just do
stand-up," he remembers. "The
viewers liked it, and the station
gave me the job permanently."
Nance is being overly modest
about his efforts. It's true that his
weather reporting contains a
certain amount of shtick (his
trademark these days is a red carnation), but there's good, solid
science behind it.
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Christopher Nance '76

When he took over the weather
job, he hied himself over to Global Weather Dynamics, a Monterey
Peninsula private agency that did
weather forecasts for fishermen,
farmers, and aviators. "I went in
and said, 'Hi. Teach me everything
I need to know."'
Those lessons are still standing
him in good stead. Nance explains
that when he comes into work at
2:30 a.m., the weather reports
available from the National
Weather Service are usually several hours old.
"I get out the old slide rule and
calculator," says Nance, "and I do
the math."
Nance also likes to do segments
that teach viewers-especially
S A .' ITA
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children-about weather. There's
the "world-famous egg experiment" in which Nance shows how
an egg can be stood on its pointed
end during the vernal equinox. He
also tells how to make a desalinization plant, how to watch eclipses
safely, and when to view grunion
runs.
In addition, he takes his act on
the road through Let's Talk Weather, a program he initiated in the
Los Angeles schools.
"Every week I go out into different schools and try to motivate
the kids," says Nance. "In the
United States, we're falling way
behind in math and sciences. I tell
the students it's really important to
take these classes, to have the conMA GA ZIN E

fidence to try."
Beyond his work
in the schools, Nance
is also involved
with children through
the Make a Wish
Foundation, which
grants wishes to terminally ill children,
and through the
Sickle Cell Anemia
Foundation.
Nance himself
suffers from sickle
cell, a disease in
which a defective
form of hemoglobin
causes red blood
cells to become
sickle-shaped and
rigid. Because these
abnormally shaped
cells are fragile, they
tend to break up,
causing anemia. Additionally, the sickle
cells sometimes obstruct small blood
vessels, producing
extremely painful
crises and, often, organ damage.
Affecting mostly
African Americans,
Native Americans,
and people of Mediterranean descent, the illness is chronic and
frequently fatal.
"I'm the miracle kid," says
Nance. "I was supposed to have
died around my senior year at
Santa Clara.''
Instead, Nance was president
of his senior class. He did have a
serious bout of pneumonia right
after he graduated, due in part to
his being so busy that he didn 't
really take care of his health.
Still, it doesn't sound as if
he has too many regrets. "I was
fearless coming out of Santa
Clara," he says. "I knew with the
basics I learned there, I could
do anything.''
0
-M.S.
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22 , 1993. Gerard Kerbleski and his wife, Julie, announce the birth of a daughter, Eleanor Frances, on
Sept. 18, 1994, in Albuquerque, N .M. Karen KinzerByrd and her husband, Doug , announce the birth of
their son , Giacobbe Raftis, on June 17, 1993. Karen
is an ER nurse in Spokane, Wash. Linda North married Sylvester Dews , Oct. 29 , in San Diego, where
she is dean of students at California Western School
of Law. Marie Rivera-Pena is director of human
resources for Redwood City. She and her husband ,
Gil , and their daughters, Katarina and Kassandra, live
in Redwood City. Mary Beth Roberts married Mark
Erenstein , Nov. 6, at the Gamble Garden Center in
Palo Alto. Mary Beth is an arts administrator for the
San Francisco Museum of Modem Art. They make
their home in Menlo Park. Lenette Rodrigo and her
husband , Victor, announce the birth of their son, Victor III , in June 1994. Their home is in Mountain View.
John Sarsfield (J.D. '88) is a deputy district attorney for Monterey County. His wife, Wendy (Abbott),
is director, district offices , for the California Legislature Assembly Rules Committee, Hollister. Karen
(Ulmer) Talbert and her husband, Steve, announce
the birth of their third child, Jacob Austin, on Dec.
21 , 1993. They live in Paso Robles with 6-year-old
Zackary and 4-year-old Katie. Liam and Felicia
(Denault) Thornton announce the birth of Aidan ,
March 24, in Hermosa Beach. Sarah (Deininger)
Vasquez and her husband, Richard, announce the
birth of a daughter, Marissa, on Sept. 2, 1994, in
Fremont.
Mary Liz Callaway and her husband , Mark
Guzzi, have lived in Lyon, France, for over
three years. Mark works for Compagnie des Signeux
Technologies lnformatiques, and Mary Liz works for
the World Health Organization 's program on substance abuse in Geneva. Mark Cummins is a teacher
and coach at Live Oak High School , Morgan Hill.
Joe Fraher earned a master's degree in English as a
foreign/second language in 1986 and teaches English
at Sophia University, Tokyo. Alice (Douthwaite)
Gramlich is a flight attendant for United Airlines ,
based in Honolulu. She earned an MBA at University of Hawaii. She and her husband , Jeff, bought a
hou se overlooking Waikiki. Bill Inserra married
Laurie Lawson MBA '94 in July 1994. They live in
Saratoga. Norman Picker and his wife , Alissa, announce the birth of their first child , Skye Lynn , on
April 2, at home. Norman is an environmental/safety
engineer for EORM , a consulting firm based in San
Jose. They live in East Palo Alto, where they are active in Community Church of East Palo Alto. James
Stapleton 's book , " Practice Development: A Comprehensive Guide to Building a Successful Accounting Firm ," is now in its second printing from Santa
Clara Press. He and his wife, Kim (Vojvodich), and
4-year-old Jeffrey live in San Jose.
Vince Breen and his wife , Catherine, announce the birth of their son , Vincent John,
on April 8, in San Mateo. Ken and Nora (Tompkins)
Comee have returned to the Bay Area after six years
in London. Ken completed his MBA at London Business School and was transferred home by Amdahl
Corp. He is an account manager in the Pacific region . Nora is a regional sales director for Roederer
Champagnes. They and daughter Katie, age 4, live in
San Ramon. John Cummings lives in Santa Monica
and works for New York Life Insurance, Los Angeles. Marci (Adams) Hastings and her husband,
Wayne , announce the birth of their second child ,
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Conner Scott, on Jan. 19, in Monroe , Wash., where
they live with daughter Andrea . Harold Keeling is a
professional basketball player in Venezuela and maintains an off-season residence in Stone Mountain , Ga.
Matt Keowen is director of marketing services for
Fujitsu Computer Products of America, San Jose. Jim
and Peggy (Fake) Monreal announce the birth of
their sixth child , Sarah Elizabeth, Aug. 20,_ 1994, in
Madera. John Muth and his wife, Mary, announce
the birth of their first child , John Connor, on April 2,
1994, in Milwaukee, Wisc. Mike Peller married
Valarie Valcazar on May 29 , 1994, at Mission Santa
Clara. They live in San Jose. Larry Perez passed the
California structural engineers licensing examination
and works for Hoskins Engineers in San Jose. His
wife, Esperanza (Diaz) '86, is a senior merchandise
analyst for Mervyn 's Department Stores.

Matt Bakich and his wife, Mary, announce
the birth of their son , Reed Harris, on May
30, 1994, in Concord. Jennifer Burman is an attorney with the Los Angeles law firm Demetriou, Del
Guercio, Springer & Moyer. She lives in Northridge.
Jan (Pease) Clare lives in Hayward and owns Hayward Blueprint. Pete Coglianese works for the City
of Cupertino 's video department. Joseph Cronin
married Maria Crowley, June 3, in Chicago. Arthur
de Lorimier, M.D. , is a pediatrician at the 67th Combat Support Hospital , WUrzburg, Germany. He and
his wife, Cathy (Bueno) '87 enjoy studying German
and traveling with their daughters, Rachel and Julia.
Jack and Rosemarie (Slawinski) De Stories '87 had
their second child , Jay William , on Dec. 3. They are
owners of Slawinski Auction Co. , Felton , conducting monthly auctions of American antiques. Francis
Fox and his wife, Jill Brusco, announce the birth of
their first child , Benjamin Wilfrid , Aug. 24 , 1994, in
Sacramento, where they live. Francis is a senior accountant for MTS Inc. , West Sacramento. Stephen
Fung is an analyst at Salomon Brothers, Hong Kong ,
responsible for regional coverage of Asia Pacific telecommunications industry. Melinda (King) Grow is
a captain in the Nevada Army National Guard , commanding the 321 st Signal Company. She and her husband, Matt, live in Reno. David Hickman (MBA ' 91)
is president of ASWS Inc. , a Campbell consulting
service. Matthew Hogan and his wife, Dana, announce the birth of their second daughter, Darby
Catherine, May 5, 1994, in Tracy, where they and
Shelby Rose live. Susheila Isaac (MBA '93) is an
auditor for IBM Corporate Internal Audit, working
on a three-year assignment traveling throughout Europe . Lisa Jacobs is a senior human resources assistant at Abbott Diagnostics in Santa Clara and enrolled
in U.C.-Berkeley 's extension certificate program in
human resources. She lives in Sunnyvale. Ellen
(Whittenberg) Megson and her husband , Graham ,
had their second child , Gavin , on Dec. 2, 1993 , in
Portland, Ore. Linda (Antoniolli) Meyers and her
husband, Chip, announce the birth of their second
daughter, Alexandra Kathryn , on March 9, 1994, in
Mission Viejo. Leslie (Gaston) Pierce and her husband, Kevin, announce the birth of a daughter, Hanna
Christine, Sept. I 0, 1994, in Hermosa Beach. Terry
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(McGill) and John Scalia '87 had their second child,
Antonin James " A.J.," Dec. 26, in San Francisco. John
is a member of the San Francisco law firm Brobeck,
Phleger & Harrison , practicing labor and employment
law. Teresa (Bucher) Scheibley and her husband,
Russ , announce the birth of their second daughter,
Alison Johanna, Aug. I, 1994, at their San Jose home
with only the help of the 911 operator. Adrienne
(Trapnell) Speciale and her husband, Mick, had their
first child, Nicole Georgia, Dec. 5. Their home is in
San Jose. Bard Tokerud is a project manager for an
electronics company near Oslo, Norway.
Lawrence Bartlett , DDS, practices dentistry
at the McHenry Village Dental Service,
Modesto. Frances "Fritz" (Hurst) Casey and her
husband , George, announc~ the birth of their first
child, Amelia Rose, July 13 , 1994, in Burbank, where
Fritz works for Matchframe Video. Anne Fitzgerald
married Steve Svoboda, May 20 , in Carmel Valley.
They live in Burlingame. She has a-sales and marketing consulting business, targeting the computer
trade show and software industries. Jerry Fox married Dani Porter, Aug. 27 , 1994, at the Valhalla Estate, South Lake Tahoe. Their home is in St. Louis.
Amy (Barcia) Harpstrite, M.D., is a pediatrician in
Kailua, Hawaii , where she lives with her husband,
Kimo, and 2-year-o ld son , Joey. Jeffrey LaFitte is
in marketing for Transpower Technologies , Crystal
Bay. Richard Mach and his wife, Mary, had their
second child, Kristopher Joseph, June 14, 1994. Richard is direct marketing manager at Worldtalk Corp.,
Los Gatos, where they live. James Manning married Mary Ann McCabe, March 18, at Queen of All
Saints Basilica, Chicago. Gary Margiotta received
a master's degree in computer engineering from Santa
Clara. He is a senior research engineer for Lockheed
and lives in San Jose. Chris Marshall and his wife,
Paula, had a son, Andrew Keiichi, Dec. 29 , in Long
Beach. Chris is in the MBA program at UCLA . Christine (Hennessy) Maulsby and her husband, Christopher, announce the birth of their first child, Michael
Hanson, on Oct. 31, in Louisville , Colo. Steve Sovik
married Dina Vannoni, March 4, at St. Gregory 's
Church , San Mateo. Steven and Maryanne
(Panontin) Toy live in Santa Clara and own Bayside
Vending. Pat and Charmaine (Washington) Williams announce the birth of their third daughter,
Brianna Marie, at Good Samaritan Hospital, Los
Gatos. Their home is in Santa Clara.
Christopher Buckley has lived in Hong Kong
since 1990, working as a sales representative
for ASAT Ltd. Maureen (Feltz) Cortopassi is an administrative assistant for the San Joaquin County
Business Council. Linda (May) Fitzgerald (J.D. '91)
is a deputy district attorney for Humboldt County.
Barbara (Go lling) LoFranco and her husband ,
Vince, announce the birth of their second and third
children , twins Mary Katelyn and Christina Marie,
Jan. 21, 1994, in Felton , where they join their brother,
3-year-old Vincent. Christine (Ballard) Lopez is a
CPA with Keller Bruner & Co. , Alexandria, Va. She
lives in Arlington with her husband, Jeffrey '82, and
son, Anthony, and is attending Georgetown School
of Law. Anthony Murabito (J .D. ' 92) married Karin
Vergara (J.D. '91) at Mission Santa Clara, Aug . 21 ,
1994. Karin is an associate with Silver, Katz &
Hurley, San Jose, and Anthony is an associate with
Blakely, Sokoloff, Taylor & Zafman , Sunnyvale. They
live in Willow Glen. Frederick Nurisso married
Tamara Keams , Feb. 4 , at Mission Santa Clara. John
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FAIL SAFE
New millionaire Tony Siress '87 finds you can't fail ifyou learn from your mistakes

W

hen Tony Siress '87 was
a decision and information sciences major at SCU, he
had a dream: He was going to be
a millionaire by age 30.
As an undergraduate, he
thought he had a leg up on that
goal because, from the time he
was a sophomore, he owned his
own company. With classmates
Kurt Pagnini '87 and Mark
Lemma '87, he founded an umbrella corporation for such varied enterprises as graphic design,
event management, and software
consulting. While other seniors
were sweating through job interviews, Siress was himself interviewing students as prospective
employees.
But the cool million proved
elusive. Siress lost his company
two years later, "through inexperience," he says. He stretched
himself too thin, he now admits
with surprising equanimity. "My
nature is to take a risk. At 21,
what did I have to lose? I figured,
the worst thing that could happen
was I'd learn from my mistakes."
That, Siress did. Taking a job
in the computer industry, first
with Single Source and then with
Sun Microsystems, Siress was
always alert to ideas for new
products. At Sun he became
aware of a need that no one was
filling: an affordable fail-safe
system for UNIX computers.
"In a network environment,
computer failures can cause very
expensive time loss," Siress says,
"because so many users depend
on the server to provide them
with the information they need to
do their work."
Fully redundant systemswhere all functions are duplicated
to protect against failure-are
available for networks , but
they ' re very expensive. In his job
for Sun, Siress realized that many
companies needed something in
between fail-safe and failure. He
decided to fill that niche with
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In April, he closed a deal to
sell his company to Veritas for
$4.2 million . He also became
Veritas ' director of international
sales for the Far East. It was two
weeks after his 30th birthday, but
who's counting?
To celebrate, Siress threw
himself a birthday bash at San
Francisco's Fairmont Hotel ,
booking the entire top floor of the
old eight-story building. Champagne flowed. A quartet from the
San Francisco Symphony played.
And Siress invited people from
"all aspects" of his life.
For Siress, his 30th birthday
party was an opportunity to come
out to people in his professional
community. "In the process of
changing jobs and changing
careers, I was also engaged in a
process of letting business acquaintances know that I was
gay," he says, "which, in and of
itself, doesn 't mean much unless
you look at the industry I'm involved in and realize that my income is based on the perception
my customers and peers have of
me."

Tony Siress '87

"high-availability technology,"
which creates systems that Siress
describes as "fault-resilient."
With engineer Mark Fitzpatrick, at that time working on his
MBA at Santa Clara, Siress formed
the company Tidalwave Technologies to develop high-availability
technology. "Guess what," he says.
" People wanted to buy it. Sales just
took off."
But Siress soon realized that
Tidalwave was getting too big for
him to manage alone. "We knew
that eve ntually someone else
would have something like our
product and that we two guys in a
garage could not continue to do this
on our own," he says.
To help him decide what course
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to take, Siress drew on the knowledge he gained from the failure of
his first company. "That experience
was pivotal in my ability not to
make the same mistakes twice," he
says.
Siress uses the metaphor of not
being prepared to raise a baby to
explain how he saw the situation
of his fledgling company. "If
you're not large enough to compete, then the right thing to do is to
give your child up for adoption,"
he says.
Assigning himself the task of
finding new parents forTidalwave,
Siress eventually hooked up with
Veritas Software, makers of storage-management products that
help keep computers on line.
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With the financial stability
Siress achieved when he sold his
company, he felt he could afford,
finally, to be himself. "My birthday was a way of saying, 'This is
who I am,' to everybody."
What does a guy who has
achieved his dream of being a
millionaire at age 30 do the morning after? If the guy is Tony
Siress , he goes back to work.
Right now, Siress has a new company (named Lestat, after the
vampire in the Anne Rice novels). His plan is to use the airwaves to allow salespeople to
access information while they are
out in the field.
And if anyone wonders what
his projections are for the success
of his new venture, his logo is the
symbol for infinity.
0
-M.S.
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O'Shea married Karen Cardoza '89, Aug. 20, 1994,
in Rocklin. They live in Fresno. Marcella (Borzoni)
Page and her husband announce the birth of their son ,
Paolo Howard , April 4, 1994, in Meridian , Idaho.

William Quirk. M.D. , married Marlo Saenz, June
25 . at Mission San ta C lara . Ramzi M. Salli , Ph.D.,
has had his first co llection of short stories, " The Native Informant and Other Stories," published by Three
Continents Press . His home is in Los Angeles. John
and Heidi (Nolan) Thomas had a daughter, Sarah ,
on Feb. 6 , in S a n Jose. Ric and Ann (Becker)
Trentman announce the birth of their second chi ld ,
Madelene Paige , on Sept. 7, 1994, in Salt Lake City.
Kimberly Bella is a sales manager for Hyatt
Hotels , San Jose. Ann Marie Caratti earned
an MBA from U.C.-Berkeley in June 1995. Carol
Lisa Dacey-Charles and Sarah Dacey-Charles announce their commitment ceremony, held Sept. 24,
1994. Roland Davis (J.D. '94) is enrolled at New
York University in the LL.M. program in taxation.
Sy nthia DeLorenzo married Eric Skavdahl, June 25 ,
at Mi ssion Santa Clara. They make their home in San
Jose. She is starring in San Jose's first dinner theater
re vue , San Jose Follies , at the Bella Mia Restaurant.
She also performs in international corporate and industrial videos and in commerc ia ls. Patrick Dicochea
is a financial analyst at Solectron Corp., Milpitas. He
has completely recovered from Hodgkins Disease
after undergoing treatment in 1991. He lives in San
Jose . Stephen Fenker is an apparel sourcing manager for Nike, Beaverton, Ore. Eddy Garcia has been
in Japan since May 1994, where she is dancing in a
musical revue . Fernando Guevarra lives in Quezon
City, Philippines , and works for the DPG Group of
companies as assistant vice president of operations/
retail. He is also marketing manager for the export
divi s ion, which exports food products to the United
States. Brian Kerr is a CPA with Price Waterhouse
in San Jose . Denise (DiBona) Kruse and her husband , Neil , live in San Jose. She is a research and
information manager for the California Beef Counc il , Foster City. Marine 2nd Lt. Troy F. Liddi is stationed at Camp Pendleton with Marine Air Support
Squadron 3. Megan Panson is a project manager with
IBM . She and her hu sband , Justin , live in Sacramento.
Jason Rossi lives in Toledo , Ohio, where he works
for the law firm Nathan & Roberts. He received a
master 's degree in Spanish from Middlebury College,
Vermont. Jenni Symons is a human resources speciali st at Meris Laboratories Inc. , San Jose.
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Amy Amundson is an accounting assistant

with Piper Jaffray Companies , Minneapolis.
She lives in Mendota Heights , Minn. Brian Chiang
is a bus iness planning analyst at NEC Electronics,
Mountain View, and is enrolled in the MBA program
at Santa Clara. Tom Kelly married Liz Malone, Aug.
27, at Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in Portland . Ore. Jennifer Lucas , M.D. , is doing her internship at Georgetown Hospital. She lives in
Was hington , D.C. and still plays rugby. Renee Machi
comple ted her second year of law school at UCLA
and is a summer associate at Brobeck, Phleger &
Harrison, San Francisco. Alan McNab lives in Hong
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Kong and is a network consultant for HewlettPackard. Dan Spalding is the senior public relations
representative for United Defense L.P. in Santa Clara.
He is also vice president, finance , for the .Silicon
Valley Chapter of the International Association of
Business Communicators.
Joseph Auer married Susan Carriere, Dec.
31 , at Mission Santa Clara. They live in
Longmont , Colo. , where Joe is an electrical engineer
for Maxtor Corp. Susan earned her master 's degree
in political science from the University of Co lorado,
Boulder, and works as an assistant editor for the
American Political Science Review. Andrea
(Schumacher) Bouchard and her husband , Steve,
announce the birth of their second son, Peter Stephen ,
March 2, in Hampton, N.H. Christina (K irby) Daly
is pursuing a teaching credential at San Jose State
University and lives in San Jose with her husband ,
Patrick '89. Mary Kozlovsky (J .D. ' 94) is an attorney w ith the San Francisco law firm Butterfield &
Butterfield. Kevin Melia completed a two-year international assignment in Europe and now is a mechanical engineer for Ericsson Raynet, Menlo Park.
Bruce and Kristin (Wa lter) Merrill '92 live in
Missoula, Mont., and started a 12-month contract in
June to tour as an actor/director team with Missoula
Chi ldren's Theater Inc . Dan Riordan is an analyst
for the San Francisco office of Sedway Kotin
Mouchly Group , real estate and urban economics.
Sara Salerno married Jason Klawitter J.D. '94, at
Portola Valley Presbyterian Church, March 25 . Tracy
Schweitzer (J .D. ' 94) is an associate in the San Jose
law office of David A. Boone.
Kevin Blair married Katy Olivas, December 1994, in Phoenix. They live in Bellevue,
Wash. Daniel Casella married Jeri Reid on April 8 .
Their home is in San Jose. Dan is president of Vector, the San Jose Cutco distributor. Michael Johnson
(MSTM '93) earned his teaching credentia l from
Western Washington University in 1994 and teaches
high school math in Mount Vernon , Wash. Julie Jones
lives in San Jose and runs Dance College Talent
Agency, which gives children 's parties. Jeffrey
Levonius is a senior consultant at Andersen Consulting , San Francisco. Gregory Macias is a project coordinator for the American Community Protection
Association , Washington , D.C. , a public-interest
group working to protect communities' values, property values , and health and safety standards. Luciana
Powell married Jacob Fischer, Sept. 24, 1994, in Portland, Ore., where they live. She is a senior customer
service representative at Oregon Catholic Press. Trent
Tillman is an assistant trader with First Ca li fornia
Capital Markets Group , San Francisco. Michael
Wallis works for Sega of America, Redwood City,
as an associate producer within product development.
He produces games for use on Sega 's current Genesis and 32X systems , as well as the upcoming Saturn system.
Greg Barner married Wendy Wride, Oct. I,
at Mission Santa Clara_ Patrick Clancy is an
assistant account executive at Richmond Public Relations, Seattle. Rob Devincenzi is managing editor
of the Milpitas Post and Berryessa Sun newspapers
in Milpitas. Anne Gerding received an MBA from
Gonzaga University, Spokane, in May 1995. She is
employed by Old World Christmas, direct importers
and wholesale distributors of European Christmas
ornaments and nutcrackers. Patrick and Danya
(Doran) Hill announce the birth of their first child ,
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Kathryn Elaine , on Dec. 3. They live in Redmond,
Wash. Carolyn Leo is a claims adjuster for California State Auto Association, Mountain View. Christine Pola is a management trainee in sales
development at the Franklin Templeton Group , San
Mateo. Paul Scott is a claims adj uster for Mercury
Insurance, San Jose. Stephanie Smallwood is a credit
analyst officer at Coast Commercia l Bank, Santa
Cruz.
Christopher Cobb is an assistant wrestling
coach at Bellarmine College Preparatory. Jennifer Goebel is in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps in Jersey C ity, N.J., until 1996, when she will return to the
Bay Area. Hafsa Malik is a communications specia li st at Conner Peripherals in San Jose. Steve
McLaughlin went to Ft. Lewis for ROTC Advance
Camp and attended Transportation Officers' Basic
Course at Ft. Eustis , Ya. He is a second lieutenant ,
assigned to the 28th Transportation Battalion,
Mannheim, Germany. He writes that he misses the
Santa C lara Valley sunshine but follows Bronco basketball in the Stars and Stripes newspaper. Michela
Montalto works for Classic Custom Vacations, San
Jose. April Phillips is a business analyst at Amdahl
Corp., Sunnyvale. Chris Quinn works for Andersen
Consulting in San Francisco. He lives in Pleasanton.
Megan Reedy married Michaael Viskovich , Oct. I,
at Kenmore Baptist Church, Kenmore, Wash . Their
home is in Pleasanton. Alex Salvi works in research
and development at Applied Materials and attends
Santa Clara 's mechanical engineering graduate program. Randy Sasich is enrolled in Georgetown
University 's medical school. Jahi Toler is director
of Environmental Dynamics , Sacramento. Michael
Totaro attends Stritch School of Medicine , Loyola
Universi ty, Chicago.
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Let us know what you've been doing since
graduation-career moves, marriage, children,
anything you would like fellow alums to
know about your life.
Please direct all
correspondence to:

Doris Nast
Class Notes Editor
Santa Clara Magazine
Santa Clara University
Santa Clara, CA 95053
Phone: (408) 554-6800
Fax: (408) 554-2155
E-mail: alumupdate
@scu.edu
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Don Argue M.A., president of North Central

Bible College, Minneapolis, was named president of the National Association of Evangelicals.
Edward Lozowicki J.D., former leader of
Pettit & Martin's construction practice group,
is a partner in Coudert Brothers San Jose law firm.
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IN THE MARKE.T FOR CHANGE
Senior counselor to SEC chair tackles municipal bond reform

B

efore Orange County declared bankruptcy last December-jeopardizing the p_ayrolls, pension funds, and capital
projects of 187 municipalities,
school districts, and agenciesCarrie Dwyer '73 (J.D. '76) was
already helping to develop policies that might prevent such debacles in the future.
As senior counselor to Arthur
Levitt, chairman of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Dwyer has spent the last two
years focusing on reform of the
municipal bond market.
"The events surrounding the
bankruptcy of Orange County are
really an illustration of all the
kinds of problems we've been
working to prevent by upgrading
standards," says Dwyer, who describes her job as "policy development and implementation for
the chairman."
More than a year before the
bankruptcy, the SEC addressect' a
municipal bond market practice
called "pay to play." Formerly,
municipal dealers made contributions to candidates for municipal
office to gain a competitive edge
in being chosen as the underwriters for municipal bonds. Press accounts allege Orange County
officials engaged in this practice.
Pay to play, Dwyer says, compromises the integrity of both the
underwriters and the issuers by
creating "less than an arm'slength relationship" between the
two. First, she points out, the municipality issuing bonds owes it
to the public and to investors to
pick an underwriter based on who
can give them the highest quality
at the lowest cost, not on who has
contributed the most to the campaign coffers of local officials.
And underwriters of municipal bonds are obligated to make
sure the municipality has made
full disclosure of all material information, such as whether it has
enough money to pay the bonds
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back, Dwyer says, a duty that can
be compromised by a pay-to-play
relationshiJ?. By ruling out pay to
play, the SEC hopes to reinstate
"the right checks and balances" in
the system.
Another municipal bond market
reform has been to improve disclosure and to require up-to-date, accurate information about material
changes in the circumstances of the
issuer after bonds are issued. Rules
were proposed in early 1994 to
achieve this goal; they took effect
in July.
With the new rules in place, investors should have a better early
warning system, Dwyer says. She
points out that many investors
bought municipal bonds from Orange County when the county was
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dealing with markets and understanding how they work," she
says. "My experience in the private sector definitely gives me
opinions on where regulation is
useful and, equally important,
where it's not."
As an example of an area
where regulation would not be
the most effective strategy,
Dwyer cites .the issue of broker
compensation. The'SEC was concerned that some of the incentives
firms were offering brokers who
deal with the public might be creating a conflict of interest between them and their clients ,
Dwyer says.
For example, brokers might
receive a higher commission for
selling mutual funds developed
by their brokerage house than for
similar independent funds, creating an incentive to push the inhouse product regardless of the
client's best interests. Or contests
with vacation prizes might be offered to brokers bringing in the
highest volume of new sales. This
could encourage practices such as
"churning," where brokers buy
and sell frequently, resulting in
many commissions but_ not
necessarily much profit for the
rated "Double A." The first report customer.
of trouble many received was in
While the SEC saw the need
their morning newspaper, after the to address these matters, Dwyer
county had declared bankruptcy says that regulation would not
and their bonds had lost value.
have worked well. Brokerages
In general, the SEC under might have resisted government
Levitt has been concentrating on interference, slowing the reform
improving the information avail- process.
able to investors in all types of fiInstead, she says, "we asked
nancial instruments. Dwyer has industry leaders, academics, and
been working on projects with prominent investors to do a study.
Levitt since he was the chairman We talked to them and got some
of the American Stock Exchange consensus on best practice. The
and she was general counsel and firms took !his Jlnd started maksenior vice president. In fact, her ;;_ ing_changes in how they compenfirst job out of law school was with sate their brokers. They did it
the American Stock Exchange, and themselves, and it was faster and
her career, until taking the job with cleaner that way. I think that's
the SEC, was in the private prac- good government."
0
tice of securities law.
"I've spent my whole career -M.S.
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Taroon C. Kamdar MBA is pres ident, Asia
Pacific, of Micropolis Limited , Singapore,
man ufac turer of hi gh-end disk drive and storage
systems.
Sabre Gilmartin J.D. works at Cable & Wireless Business Networks in London. She li ves
in Surrey. Robert Lewis J.D. is a certified family
law specia li st. He and his wife, Claudette, live in San
Jose with the ir four children. Patrick O'Laughlin
J.D., a partner at Ezgar & O'Laughlin, San Jose, is
mayor of Los Gatos.
Jose Villarreal J.D. , formerly Fresno County
public defender, was chosen by the Santa
C lara Coun ty Board of Supervisors to head Santa
C lara's I 00- lawyer staff, the fourth largest in the state.
He had run the 55-person staff in Fresno for eight
years.
Patricia Badia-Williams M.A. is a school
co un se lor at Cano n C it y (Colo.) Middle
School, where she is developing a student mediation
program. Michael Heavey J.D. was e lected to the
Washington State Senate in November 1994. He, hi s
wife, and three children li ve in Seattle.
Jerry Byma MBA is an independent consultan t in European software di stribution and
business management, with offices in San Carlos and
Troyes, France. S.G. Tien MBA is vice president and
managing director of Read-Rite , Thail a nd . Ttiey
manufacture inductive TF head gimbal assembly to
support disk drive industries worldwide. Read-Rite,
Thailand, loca ted ne ar Bangkok, emp loys 9,000
people.
Jim Hartnett J.D. is vice mayor of Redwood
C ity. Jane Starbird M.A. teaches at Pacific
Universi ty, Forest Grove, Ore.
Gloria Harrison M.A. is a state board member, Californi a Association of Reso urce Speciali sts. Rebecca Gatchet Kenison J.D. is a partner
in the Seattle law firm Anderson Keni son & Scott.
Steven Sm ith J.D. is a partner at McCullou gh,
Campbe ll & Lane , Chicago, and speciali zes in commercial liti gati on. He and his wife, Cathy, have two
chi ldren , Andrew and Jenny.
Kathleen Akao J.D. is a Santa Cruz County
Superior Court judge, the county's fir st
woman and first minority judge. Charlotte Cloud
J.D. and Roger Wilcox Cloud J.D. '83 announce
the birth of their second daughter, Caroline, on Feb.
12. They and 6-year-old Cora live in Scotts Valley.
David Tanner J.D. is managing broker at Santa Clara
Valley Associates , Better Homes & Gardens, Milpi tas real estate brokerage.
Akila Monifa J.D. (fo rmerl y E li zabeth
Thompson) is a professor of law at Ne w Co llege , San Francisco, and is on the board of directors
of the National Lesbian and Gay Law Assoc iation.
Nancy Ayers J.D. is Felony Unit supervisor
w ith the Ve ntura district attorney. Linda
Groberg J.D. (MBA '84) is Juvenile Unit supervi sor with the Ventura di strict attorney.
William Casey J.D. is an attorney with the
San Francisco law firm Hancock, Rothert &
Bunshoft.
Sean Absher J.D. is a shareholder in the Oakland and Wa lnut Creek real estate law firm
Miller, Starr & Regali a, representing deve lopers, contractors , and real estate broke rs. Erika Bauernsc hmidt -Ga ndhi M.A. is a psycholo g is t in a
psychiatric c linic in Munich, Germany. Gary Bronstei n J.D. is an attorney with Angell Pension Group,
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Rumford , R.I. Pamela (M ills) Casey J.D. is an attorney with Langley, Lamberto & Deckard, Palo Alto.
Debra Clark MBA married Kevin Morley, Jan. 14,
at University of the Pacific chapel. Evelyn Jones J.D.
is a planning commissioner in Tracy.
David Egawa J.D. has practiced law in Pasadena for four years and provides pro bono service to county departments and loca l courts. David
McLaughlin J.D. is a partner in Ropers , Majeski ,
Redwood City. Sandy (La mbino) McMaster MBA
is a senior financial analyst at Xilin x. She and her
husband , Ken, and their children, Anna Marika , 4,
and Kei r William , I , live in San Jose. Michelle
(Johnes) Turner J.D. is an attorney in the Stockton
district attorney's office.
Theresa Parko McHenry M.S. has worked
at SRI International , Menlo Park, since graduating. She and her husband , Mark , live in Menlo Park
wi th their sons, Zachary Pope, 4 , and Samuel Wyatt,
born Dec. 17 . Peggy Anastasia M.A. is principal of
Meyerhol z Elementary School , Cupertino.
Chris Carr J.D. is an attorney with Marshall ,
Carr & Perrigue, Pasadena. Ashok Divekar
MBA owns Sharp Machines, Punjab , India, a consulting service in the des ign of special-purpose mac hines. Alison Munro, O.P., M.A. is director,
Cat ho li c Psyc holog ica l Services, Johannesburg,
South Africa .
Marguerite Gualtieri M.A. is a career counse lor in outplacement at Mulford , Moreland,
Scott & Assoc iates, San Jose. Joshua Harris J.D.
married Dawn DiFiore, Oct. 22. He practices law with
Rich , Fuidge, Morris & Sanbrook, Marysv ille. Ellen
Wheeler J.D. and Kenneth Pier an no unce the birth
of their son, Nathan Evan , on Nov. I , 1994. Nathan
joins hi s blended fami ly of Sarah, Owen, and David
in Mounta in Vi ew. E ll en is co-fo unde r of Home
Alone.
Janet Bley MBA is director, financial communication s, at McKesson Corp., San Francisco. Audrey Munoz M.A. is a practicum superviso r, early interv e ntion pro g ram , direc tor of
Interchange, Santa Clara County.
Michele DeCristoforo J.D. practices law
with the Sacramento firm Donahue , Lambert
& Wood. Amy Iannore J.D. is a law c lerk to U.S.
Magistrate Maria-Elena James, U.S . District Court ,
Oakland. William McBay J.D. rece ived an LL.M .
in European Law from the University of Stockholm
Law School in June 1995. He is now in the doctoral
program in comparative lega l hi story at the same
school. Bruce Nichols MBA and hi s wife , Carolyn ,
announce the birth of their second child, Charis Anne,
on Nov. 29 . They and 3-year-old Alex make their
home in Chattanooga, Tenn . Bruce is director of marketing for HV Technologies Inc., Trenton , Ga.
Alex Chen MBA works for the Bank of Boston in Sao Paulo , Brazil. Bozidar Oclovic
MBA is a marketing manager for Mariani 's Inn , Santa
Clara. Ruth Reitman J.D. is an attorney with Wilson, Sonsini , Goodrich & Rosati , Palo Alto. James
Ulwelling J.D. practices law in the Santa Clara law
office of Jeffrey Widman.
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Lewis Burnett , on Sept. 15 , in Chehali s,
Wash. He is survived by hi s wife, Donna.
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Josep h A. Schenone (LLB ' 30), on Jan . 27,
in Livermore . Born in San Franc isco, he came
to live in Livermore with his uncle, Angelo Schenone,
after hi s parents died suddenl y when he was 9 months
old. He attended Santa Clara on a football scholarship, was injured, and became an assistant coac h. He
wanted to be an engineer but majored in law to prepare to manage a grocery store . After pass in g the bar
exam , which a friend encouraged him to tak.e , he
joined the Alameda County district attorney's staff
as a c lerk and was a deputy di strict attorney from
1934- 1945. He was e lected to a six-year term as a
judge of the Livermore Justice Court in 1952 and was
re-elected to three more term s. Schenone, who a lways kept hi s home phone numbe r li sted because he
felt a servan t of the people should be available, often
found him se lf interrupted at home by persons seeking he lp. A staunch supporter of Santa Clara University, he served as Alumni Assoc iation pres ident in
194 1-42. He is survived by hi s wife, Alberta; sons
Scott and Bart; and daughter Jill.
Thomas M. Haas , on Jan. 4, in Santa Cruz.
Born in Great Falls , Mont. , he moved to California with hi s family when he was a child. He lived
in Eureka, Santa Rosa, and Santa Clara before moving to Santa Cruz in 1954. He attended Be ll arm ine
College Preparatory in San Jose. He owned and operated the Hester Dairy and Hester Creamery in the
Sant a Clara Valley. He enjoyed the theater-especially Shakespeare-reading, garde ning, and auto
racing. He also raised pri ze-winnin g Rhode Island
Red bantam chickens and was active in the Boy
Scouts. He is survived by hi s wife of 51 years, Lorena;
sons Roger and Gera ld; daughter Darleen; and four
grandchildren.
Alessandro T. "Bud" Rowland , on April 25,
in a Watsonville convalescent home, of complications from a stroke suffered some time ago. He
was born in Los Angeles, where hi s great-grandfather had settled after helpin g to lead a party to California from New Mexico. He was a left-handed
quarte rback at Santa Clara. He met Ann Loui se
Cikuth , a student at what is now San Jose State Uni versity, and they marri ed in 1939. Her father was an
app le orchardi st and banker in Watsonville , and the
couple moved to her fa mily 's ranch. He was a hi story and soc ia l sc ience teacher and a football coach
at Wat sonville High School , retiring from coaching
in 1955 and teaching in 1972. He taught c iti zenship
and Spanish in the adult schoo l for many years and
was a member of the Personne l Board for the city of
Watsonville . Over the years, thousands of dollars were
raise<l in benefit barbec ues at the apple ranch, and
Bud also took great pride in recruiting promi sing students for Santa Clara . He served two term s as a member of SCU's Alumni Association Board of Directors,
was a longtime supporter of Bronco Bench, and belonged to the Pres ident 's Cl ub in the 1980s. In retirement, he occ upied himse lf with Knights of Columbus
and St. Patrick's Church activi ties. He also was active with SI Rs. He and hi s wi fe would have observed
their 56th wedding anniversary in May. He is survived by hi s wife, Ann; son Thomas '62; daughter
Mary Frey; grandsons Peter and Paul Row land , Greg
'83 and Grant Frey; and great-granddaughter Yvonne.
Raymond E. Feess , on Feb. 12, in Parsons,
Kansas. He had served on the board of the
Commercial Bank of Parsons continuously since 1944
and had been its chairman since 1978. He joined the
bank in a fu ll -time capac ity in 1956 as vice pres ident
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and served as preside nt from 1970 to 1977. He was
born in Parsons, and the family moved to California
when Raymond was in high schoo l. He grad uated
from Hollywood Hi gh in 1928. Fo ll owing graduation from Santa Clara, he was a retail store manager
for Fire stone Tire Co. in Omaha , Ne b. , Superior,
Wisc ., and Austin , Minn. In 1942, he returned to Parsons to operate the family bu siness, Feess Paramount
Dairy, until 1956. In 1933, he was the first city te nnis champion and for many years was active in bowl ing leagues and wa s a m e mber of a s tate
championship team . He was an avid duplicate bridge
player and c harter me mbe r of the Pa rsons Dupli cate
Bridge C lub. He played go lf at both the Parson s and
Katy Golf Clubs. For many years , he was a member
of the Labette County Medical Cen ter board of trustees, the Parsons Rotary C lub , and Parsons Chamber
o f Commerce, serving as it s president in 1961. He
was a founder of Parsons Indu stri es Inc. and a mem ber of St. Patrick 's Cathol ic Church , se rvin g on it s
finance committee. He and his wife , Mary, had a son
and daughter, William and Judith.
Franklin J. "Bill" Hart , on Oct. 24, in Boi se ,
Idaho. Born in Santa Cruz, he was raised in
Pacific Grove a nd attended Santa Clara a nd Univers ity of Southe rn Ca li fornia. He jo ined the Navy in
I 942 and se rved in Eng land and Panama in inte lli gence. Hi s profess ional career inc luded work as a
probation officer, superintendent of Preston Sc hool
of Indu stry and Whittie r School for Boys , and group
counselor, Washington Ridge Camp. He was an active member of Fort Boi se Optimi st Club. He is survived by his wife , Ruth ; sons Tom , John , and Charles;
and fiv e grandchildren .
Carl M. Troppman , on Sept. 4 , in Re no . He
is survived by hi s wife, No la .
John M. Sapunor (LLB '48 ) on March 24 .
in Sacramento. After graduating from Santa
C lara, he se rved in th e Army Air Corps in Alaska
during World War II, being di scharged w ith the rank
of major. He returned to Santa Clara where he earned
hi s law degree and was a depu ty di stri ct attorney in
Sacrame nto until 1950. when he joined the law firm
that was 10 become Wilke, Flurry & Sapunor. He was
appointed a Superior Court judge by Gov. Ronald
Reagan in 1974 and earned a reputati o n for his abi lity 10 settl e cases out of court. In 1984 , the California Trial Lawyers Assoc iation honored him as Trial
Judge of th e Year. More than 700 peopl e att e nded hi s
retirement party in 1988. at whi c h the lat e B.T.
Collins '70 (J .D. '73) served as ma ste r of ceremonies. He is survived by hi s wife , Treva ; son, John
'70 (J.D. ' 73); stepson, Michael Layne; and brothe rs
Thomas '50 a nd Philip. He was preceded in death
by hi s first wife, De lphine. and sons Richard and
Michael.
William J. Brady . on Ma y 29, I 994. His
home was in Carmel.
Harry A. Cahalan Jr., on March 23, at hi s
Woods ide hom e. after a short illness . Born in
San Mateo. he had lived in Woodside for 38 years.
He graduated from San Mateo High School in 1937.
A World War II veteran , he was a re tired property
manager. Preceded in death by hi s wife, Luzanne, he
is survived by sons Kip of Atherto n and David of
Las Vegas; daughters Luzanne Collom of Redwood City
and Kathy Stevens of Men lo Park ; a sister. Barbara
Tingvall , of San Mateo; and seven grandchildren .
Francis C. Nash . on Jan. 26 , in Magalia . He
served in the Navy in World War II. Married
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in 1946, he had five children, four boys and one g irl.
He worked for Pac ific ReadiMix for 37 years. Hi s
inte rests included go lf and travel. A strong supporter
of SCU, he was a member of the Pres iden t 's Club.
He was also active in SIR s. He is survived by hi s
wife, Eleanor.
P. Robert "Bob" Sevenich, on March 14, in
Sun Vall ey, Idaho. A native of Virginia , Minn .,
he moved with hi s family to the Everett , Wash ., a rea
when he was a boy. He was a n Eag le Scout and at tended the 1937 World Jamboree in Holl and. He became a leader and dedicated scout master. He served
in the U.S. Arrny Air Corps during World War II , earning the rank of major. He married Margare t O ' Neil
of Omaha , returned to Everett after the war, and continued to serve in the Air Force Reserves, retiring a t
age 60. After 1962 , he became a success ful agent with
New York Life Insurance Company, still active at the
time o f hi s death. He served on the Provide nce Hospital Foundation board and was a member of Knights
of Columbus since 1948 , servi ng as Grand Kni ght in
I 958 and again from 1988- 1989. He was also a member of Elk s Lodge. He was c hosen many years to
marsh all Everett 's Fourth of July parade and be master of ce remonies for the stadium fire works. He was
a me mbe r of the Everett Yacht C lub and Milltown
Sailing Assoc iation and was one of the founders of
Eve rett 's sailin g program for boy s and girls. He is
survived by dau ghte rs Tracy Sevenich , Mugg ins Peters. and Monica Glenn; son Paul " Rob" ; five grandchi ldren; and brothe r John '48.
Kenneth Machado Sr., on March 30, in San
Jose . A Rese rve Officers' Trainin g Corps
cadet at Santa C lara when World War II started ,
Ken was commissioned a second lieutenan t and was
a spo tter for the I 0th Armored Divi sion, 7t h Army,
as they drove up th e Rhone Valley during the latter
stages of the war. He crept be hind enemy lines and
direct ed fire from hi s battalion at key Ge rma n posi tion s. Alt houg h surrounded , with German s and c ivil ians a like shooting at him , he guided hi s unit 's guns
until the e nemy retreated. He was awarded the Silver
Star for brave ry. He remained with the Army of Occupation and even se rved as mayor of a German vil lage for a time before coming home to finish hi s
bachelor 's degree at Santa C lara. He went on to earn
a law degree at the Uni versity of San Franci sco in
1951. the year he married Jeanette Vitale . He served
the Portug uese community as adviser and vol unteer.
He led both Cabrillo C lub and S.E.S. He served on
SCU ' s Board of Fellows, Bronco Bench , and the
Fi ghtin g 40. He worked cattle on his ranches in Evergreen and San Lui s Obispo and used hi s quarter
horses for work and for getting to huntin g and fish in g spots in Henry Coe Park . For the last six yea rs of
his life, he had amyloidosis, a rare disease that g raduall y forced him into a wheelchair, although he continued he lping his law c li e nts. De spit e a liv er
tran splant about two years ago, he died two weeks
short o f hi s 72nd birthday. He is survived by hi s wife,
Jeanette ; sons Kenneth Jr. , John , and James; daughters Terri Boskovich and C he ryl Machado; and 13
grandchi ldre n.
Joseph D. Cristofaro, o n Jan. 7, at hi s home
in Oakl a nd , where he had been an in surance
broker for many years . He was a membe r of Santa
C lara University 's Preside nt 's C lub , Kni g ht s of Columbus , 4th Deg ree, and Sequoyah Coun try C lub. He
is s urvived by hi s wife , Linda; dau ghter Nancy Carriere '82 and son-in-law James Carriere.
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Robert J. "Bob" McFarland , on Jan. 2. in
Walnut Creek, after a long illn ess. A native
of Sacramento, he lived in San Bruno 36 years before moving to Moraga in 1992. He was a real esta te
appraiser with Ca l-Trans for 38 years and ta ug ht real
estate classes at the College of San Mateo and Ci ty
Coll ege of San Franci sco. He wa s a me mber of S t.
Monica 's Men 's C lub, Commonwealth C lub , Moraga
Hi storical Society, and Moraga Haci e nda Seniors. He
is survived by his wife of 44 yea rs, Nada; daughters
Ann and Mary Theresa '80; son Ro be rt Jr. ; and two
g randchildre n.
Gerald R. Johnson Jr, , on Nov. 5. in Sacrame nto. He was retired from Ze ll erbach Paper
Co. He is survived by hi s wife , Nancy ; a nd children
Gera ld , Mary, and Jeff.
George V. Nichols Jr. , on Feb. 6, unexpect ed ly at hi s home in Greenbrae. He was born
in San Franc isco and graduated from St. Ignatius Hi gh
Schoo l. He played basketball whi le pursuing hi s deg ree in eco nomics at Santa Clara. He owned T he
Drape ry Man in Corte Madera and was active in this
fi e ld for 25 years. He is survived by hi s daughter and
son, Alicia and Andrew.
Henry W. "Hank" Miller . on Dec. 29 . at
home, after a lengthy battle with emphysema.
Born and raised in Palo Alto, he atte nded Pal o Alto
Hi gh School and Bellarmine Co ll ege Preparatory. He
majored in c ivil engineering at Santa C lara and wa s
a member of th e football team . He worked in pri vat e
and civi l se rvice capacities during hi s c ivil e ng ineering career, which included stints in the ci ty of Fremont , cou nty of Marin. Pres idio of San Franc isco.
and overseas in Zaire and Kuwait. Durin g World War
II , he served in the Army Air Corps as a bomber pilot
n y ing B-24s, earning the rank of major and being
d eco rated with the Di s tinguish ed Fl y ing Cross.
among other medals. He was past pres ide nt of the
Ma intenance Supervisors Association and Fre mo nt
Kiwani s and spe nt some time actin g for the Fre mont
Players. He had a passion for salmon fi shin g and was
happiest when deep sea fi shing . He was marri ed to
Patricia Anne Miller for over 38 years until her death
in 1988. He is survived by daug hte rs Susan Emerso n
of El Cajo n and Janet Tocatlian of Po ll oc k Pin es; so n
Thomas of Greenbrae; and grandch il dren Lind sey
Emerson , Michelle and Paul Mill e r, a nd Jen nifer.
Hei di , and Christopher Tocatlian.
Raymond M. Ga lantine, on Feb. 18. in Newport Beach. Aft e r ea rning hi s mec hanical e ng ineering deg ree from Santa Clara. he earned a
master 's in mec hanical e ng inee ring from Stanford and
a master's in e ngineerin g manageme nt from UCLA.
Besides workin g in his fi e ld , he a lso had bee n an instructor for University of California Eng in ee rin g
Extension. He is survived by hi s wife. Jeanne tte; son s
Robert '74 , Ri c hard , Raymond , and Ralph ; and
daughter Carolyn.
Donald J. Larkin , on Marc h 15 , in Stockton . A g raduate of Bellarrnine Co llege Preparatory, he was a lieutenant co lone l in the U.S. Army
Reserves . He is survived by hi s wife , Virginia; four
daug hters by a previous marriage , Je nnife r Passantino, Joce lyn Larkin Patti , Robe rta Ha use r, and Hil lary Larkin ; and four g randchildren .
Dale P. Schrick (MBA ' 71), on March 14. in
Los Altos. A nat ive of Honolulu . he was an
e lectrical e ng inee rin g consultant. He was ve ry active
in ham radio. He is survived by hi s wife . Joan; and
chi ldre n Antone, Juliene , and Todd .
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Lawyer, Civic Leader Chaired SCU Board of Regents

41

Austen Warburton J.D. '41
1917-1995

Austen Warburton J.D.,

on May 2, in Santa Clara,
of colon cancer. Dubbed "Mr. Santa Clara" for his contributions to
his native city, Warburton practiced
law for almost 50 years with the
San Jose firm Campbell, Warburton, Britton, Fitzsimmons & Smith.
Warburton was very active in civic
and charitable organizations in
Santa Clara County, serving on the
Santa Clara City Council and the
Santa Clara Planning Commission.
In I 970, he received the city of
Santa Clara's first Good Citizen
Award. Generous with both his
time and his wealth, he supported
several academic and artistic endow men ts. He was on SCU's
Board of Regents for many years,
serving as chair from 1982-84. He

was also a member of the Santa
Clara School of Law faculty from
1946--66. Earlier this year, he was
selected by SCU as an lgnatian
Award recipient, the Alumni
Association 's highest honor for
service to others. A noted historian,
he was a member of many archaeology and history organizations
and wrote and lectured extensively
on the history and archaeology of
California and the Southwest. A
member of a pioneer California
family, he was a direct descendant
of Jose Ortega, who discovered
San Francisco Bay. Recently, he
gave the University a collection of
18th century Spanish reference
books that accompanied Franciscan friars on the journey from
Spain to Nueva Espaiia. He also

donated a valuable collection of
Native American art to the Triton Museum, an institution that
he helped relocate to Santa Clara
from San Jose. His work campaigning for the establishment of
a parks and recreation department
for the city of Santa Clara was
recognized formally in 1962
when the Warburton Swim Center in Santa Clara was named in
his honor. Valedictorian of his
Santa Clara High School class,
Warburton earned his A.B. degree from San Jose State. Never
married, Warburton was known
as "Uncle Bill" to many of the
countless people he mentored. He
is survived by his niece, Joan
Rogers, and nephew, Robert Warburton, both of Santa Clara. 0

Associate law school dean personified class
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George A. Strong J.D. '55
1923-1995

57

George A. Strong J.D., on

March 17, of emphysema,
at Our Lady of Fatima Villa, where
he had been residing for the last
several years. A native of Oklahoma City, he graduated from
Notre Dame in 1944 and earned a
master's degree in economics from
U.C.-Berkeley in 1946. He was a
longtime professor and onetime
acting dean of Santa Clara's School
of Law. He joined the SCU law faculty in 1955, immediately after
graduating with honors from Santa
Clara's law school. Previously, he
taught economics and business administration at U.C.-Berkeley, University of Notre Dame, and St.
Joseph's College in Indiana. As a

Richard F. Basinet , on Jul y 19, 1994, from
cancer. He was a res ident of Sacramento and
a nati ve of Alameda. He earned an MBA from the
Univers it y of So uthern· ca li fo rni a and was a senior
mechani ca l engi neer with Aerojet. He is survi ved by
his wife , Pat: and three children, Ri chard , Michae l,
and Barba ra.
John J. C urry , on Feb. 27, suddenl y of pneumonia , at hi s home, Trathmora , in Ballina-
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scholar, his principal areas of expertise were wills and criminal procedure. As a professor, at one time
or another, he taught "virtually every subject the law school offered,"
said Mary Emery, associate dean
and longtime friend and colleague.
Added Robert Peterson, another associate dean: "George Strong was
the epitome of the class act. He was
well-spoken, well-dressed, well-respected. It's a fact that many an
applicant decided on Santa Clara
after interviewing with him on
campus ." In I 960, he was appointed assistant dean and IO years
later was elevated to associate
dean, a title he retained until his
death. In 1993, he was presented

more, County Leitrim, Ire land , where he had li ved
fo r the past 22 years. He had a photographic memory
and graduated with honors from Be ll armine College
Preparatory and c um laude from Santa C lara. He
earned a master's degree in hi story from San Jose
State University and lectured there and at San Jose
C it y Co llege. After trave lin g ex tensive ly throughout
Europe doing research fo r news paper articles , he dec ided to settle in Ire land , where he engaged in hi sS l . \I \ I I•: H

I ') <J:;

an honorary SCU law degree for
38 years of meritorious service,
the crown jewel among many
awards and accolades. These included his 1975 Edwin J. Owens
Lawyer of the Year Award, the
school's highest honor for an
alumnus in recognition of "professional competence, personal
integrity, and public service," and
his Most Outstanding Professor
of the Year citation from the SCU
Student Bar Association in 1979.
He is survived by a sister, Patricia
Campbell of Oklahoma City, and
two nephews, Mark and Michael
Campbell.
0

tori cal research and writing. He authored artic les and
was a free -lance editor fo r The Observer, Ire land's
nati o na l new spaper. He was a co lumni st fo r the
Leitrim Observer newspaper and Leitrim Guardian
Magazi ne and recently published a series of biographie s of famo us Iri sh po litica l leaders of the 19th
century. At the time of hi s death , he was active ly in vo lved in the re-es tab lis hm ent and restorati on of
th e hi stori ca l narrow ga uge railroad th at se rved
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Ballina more until 1957. He was a n enthu siastic fol lowe r of Iri sh soccer and won severa l contests for
know ledge of tea ms, players, and statis tics. He was
the son of the late John a nd Catherine C urry. who
e migrated from Ireland a t the tum of the century. He
is s urvived by hi s brother and sister-in- law, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas F. Curry of San Carlos; and niece Joanna
Curry.
James Spadafore, on Jan . 14, while on a Civil
Air Patrol mi ss ion in Southe rn Ca liforni a. He
and two other men were killed when the ir searc h plane
crashed on Mount Baldy Peak in the San Gabrie l
Mountains in San Bernardino County. He had stepped
down a s divi s ion manage r of Fa rmers In s urance
Group six month s earlier and set out to " have some
fun" flying on searc h miss ions and training to become a mission pilot , said his son , Dav id. Afte r more
than IO missions, he was close to certification and
was preparing to stud y for in strume nt rating . The ill fated flight was to searc h for a mi ss ing pilo t, and Jim
was the spotter. A San Jose native. he joined the
Marines after Be llarmine College Preparatory and
rose to sergeant early in the Korean War. He earned a
battle field commission to second lie ute nant as a tank
commander. After the war, he earned hi s degree at
Santa C lara and a law degree from Lincoln School of
Law. He married Cuba Rogers, and they later divorced. He joined Farmers as a claims adjuster in
1960 and, in 34 years with the company, rose to claims
manager, marke ting m anager, reg ional manager, and
finally division manage r. He married Jimmy Faught
in 1960, a marriage w hi ch lasted 25 years before divorce. He is survived by sons Jeffrey, Steven, James ,
and David ; daughter Karen Wilson; and five grandc hildren.
Richard J. Pozas , on Feb. 22, in Saratoga. A
native of Sunnyvale, he was the co-owner of
Pozas Bros. Trucking and RAM Truckin g and a member of Ca lifornia Trucking Association. He is survived
by hi s wife, Rose Marie; father, Florencio "Chet" Pozas;
and children Cathleen, Ric k, Richelle, and Cheri.
Eugene Mitchell (MSME '64 . MBA ' 7 1), on
April 11 , in Dal y City. He was a contract admini strator with Arabian American Oil, Arco Indonesia , Esso Malaysia and served as consu ltant to the
Indonesian oil company Pertamin a. He is s urvived
by hi s wife, Conchita; daughter Marie; a nd grandc hildren Brandi and Richie.
Luis E. Hermosillo , on Jul y 28, 1994, in
Guadalajara, Mex ico, of pancreatic cancer. He
is survived by hi s wife, Martha .
John Guheen, on March 14, at hi s San Mateo home , of a heart attack . He was an outstanding footba ll player at Santa C lara, w inning allAmerican honor s. He earned a law degree at
University of San Franc isco and was a former San
Mateo County deputy di strict attorney who, in private practice, speciali zed in crimina l defense and famil y law. He is survived by hi s wife of 24 years, Susan;
sons Colin a nd Ryan; mother Francesca Mc Donald:
and brother Michael Guheen '68 (MBA ' 70).
Douglas W. Hathcock MBA , on May 3 ,
1991 , in Huntsv ille , Ala., during open heart
s urgery. A native of Amory, Mi ss., he received a B.S.
degree from Mississ ippi State Universi ty in 1954. He
was commissioned into the U.S. Air Force in Decem be r 1954 and served wit h the 5th Air Force in Japa n.
Following his di sc harge, he was e mployed as an aeros pace engineer for Be ndi x Corp., for whom he trav e led wo rldwide. Upon hi s return to the States, he
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made hi s home in Santa Clara and ea rned hi s MBA.
He was emp loyed by Stanford Research Institute and
moved to Hunt svi lle, Ala., which became hi s permanent ho me. In 1980. he received a law degree from
Tho mas M. Cooley Law School in Lans in g, Mic h.
He was a member o f the Alabama a nd American Ba r
assoc iations and the J. A. May fi e ld Masonic Lodge
in Amory. Mi ss. Hi s inte rest in genea logy led him to
a utho r a se ries of books on the Hathcock family hi story, which was bequeathed to the Church of Christ
of the Latte r Day Sa int s. He had a pass ion for personal computers, which he used extensively in hi s
lega l practice and ge nealogy s tudy. He is survived by hi s wife, Mariko; daughte r Lo ri ; and two
grandc hildren.
Paul Hoffman . on Dec . 21 , in hi s San Franc isco home. Ra ised in Seatt le , he moved to
Ca lifornia to attend Santa C lara where he studied economics and bu siness administration . He was a comm e rcial and fine a rt s photographer who operated a
profess ional studi o in San Francisco. He c hronicled
the San Franci sco a rt scene , photogra phing m any loca l artists. He was an a rt collector and often converted
hi s studio into a gallery where the work of loca l artists could be exh ibited. In the early '80s, the small
Ita lian town of Castellina commissioned him to record
the vi ll age in photographs. The work was ex hibited
in San Franciso 's Museo lta lo Ameri cano in 1985. In
1990, a book , "Caste llina in C hi anti - Un Ritratto ,"
was publi shed on the co llection. A second book of
co lor portraits on Castelli na is to be publi shed in 1995.
He is s urvived by hi s aunt and uncle , Barbara and
Mike Murray of Seattle; sister Mary of Re nton ,
Wash.; and brothe rs Mike of Los Altos and Fritz of
Ke tc hum , Idaho.
Michael S. Koontz MBA , o n Ja n. 5, in La ke
Oswego, Ore. , of cancer. He was born in Iowa
and earned a bachel o r's degree from San Jose State
Un iversity. He worked for such compani es as Lockheed, IBM , ESI , and ADS as contro lle r and CFO. He
was a lso involve d in several persona l bu siness ventures, most recently as founder and president of Telic
Inc. and Northwest Lase r. He is survived by hi s wife ,
Ursu la; daughters Al yssa and Kri stina; and parent s
Anne and David Koontz Sr. of West Point.
James M. Rohling , on Dece mb e r 9, in
Phoenix .
James Cashman 111 , on Fe b. 2, in Las Vegas, of a heart attack whi le traini ng for the
Las Vegas Marathon. A passerby found him ly ing near
the tracks as a train was pass in g by and ca ll ed from a
nearby convenience store for an ambulance, thinkin g he had been hit by the train. He was found to be
in a state of cardiac arrest. A fri e nd sa id he jogged
reg ularl y, had run several I0K a nd ha lf-marathon
races, and was trainin g hard for the upco ming full
marathon. He was pres ide nt of Cashman Equipmen t
Co. and vice president of Cashm an Cadi ll ac in Las
Vegas. A prominent c ivic leader, he was known for
hi s generosity to c ha rit able causes. He is survived by
hi s wife , Mary; father Ja mes Jr.; son James; and
daughters Jennifer and Ma rg ueri te.
Bennie Ferrari J.D. , on Nov. 24, a t hi s home
in Inc line Village, Nev. He was serving his
final two months of a four-year term on the Incline
Village General Improvement Di stri c t board a nd did
not inte nd to seek re-election. He previous ly served
on the Washoe County Commission and as vice c hairm an of the Tahoe Reg io nal Plannin g Agency. A decorated Vietnam War veteran , he was heav ily involved
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in the communit y, espec ially yo uth programs . and was
recently preside nt of the North Tahoe Little Leag ue .
He was a me mber of the Optimist C lub and a founding trustee of the Moose Lodge. He was divorced in
I 989. He is s urvived by hi s dau ght e r. Heather. and
son, Brian Atilio .
Michael McPartland . on Marc h 24. in Pa rk
City, Utah. He earned a m aster"s degree from
Ca liforni a St a te -Full e rt o n . He was emp loyed by
Re pco ld Di s tribut o rs Inc. He is s urvi ved by hi s w ife.
Ei lee n, and children Ke ll y, Ryan , and Erin .
Robert C. Deakin MBA , on Sept. 13. in Elk
Grove . A native of Brigham C it y. Uta h. he
marri e d Jud y Cannon Sept. 8 , I 96 1. He earned a
bachelor 's deg ree from Utah State U nive rsity and
worked for IBM for 18 years until s tartin g hi s own
business , T & D Wa re ho use , in 1980. He is s urvived
by hi s wife , Judy ; sons Do ug las and Dalle n: daughter De ni se; mother Je nnie Abbo tt Val e ntine; and
granddaughter Krys ta l.
Marilyn R. Curcija M.A. , on Jan. 23 , in S an
Jose , of breast cancer. She was a spec ia l ed ucation teac he r at McCo llan Schoo l in San Jose. She
is s urvived by her husband , George ; daughter Kim berly; and son Sean .
Lori (Allegri) Kerrigan , on Dec. 6. in the
crash of a sing le-eng ine Pipe r a irplane, piloted
by a fri e nd w ho li ved in Pine Mo untain Lake, where
Lori had recentl y moved. Born in Santa Cru z, s he
was a graduate of Ma re ll o Pre pa ratory Hi g h School
and earned a law deg ree from Lincoln Law School in
San Jose. She worked for the San Jose law firm of
Robe rt T. Bled soe. She moved to the Sierra Nevada
to be near her pare nt s, who live in Groveland. According to friend s , s he commuted by pri vate plane to
work in San Jose, as did her friend , who was an airline pilot. The plane had taken off fro m San Jose Airpo rt late on the afternoon o f Dec. 6 and was a few
mil es from its des tination when it slammed into a
3,200 -foot ridge and plummete d hundreds of feet to
a rural dirt road. The c rash occurred in bad weather.
with visibi lity obscured by heavy fog a nd co ld rain.
At least two other p la nes have c rashed int o the same
ridge in the last 20 yea rs.
Thomas W. McLoud J.D. , o n Feb. 23, at hi s
Hayward home . He was m anager o f contracts
at App lied Technol ogy Divi sion , Litton Systems Inc.,
San Jose. He was a retired Army infantryman who
se rved 20 years. He is survived by hi s wife. Diane:
daughter Carolyn '92; son Thomas '93; and m othe r
Joy Mc Lo ud .
Mark Durheim , the first week in April. Police fo un d hi s body on April 12 after locatin g
hi s ca r on Bear Creek Road in Santa Cru z. Hi s roomm a tes had reported him mi ss in g three days earlier.
He was livin g off campu s in Cupertino at the time of
hi s death. A native of Wa ukesha. Wi sc .. he atte nded
Waukesha Catho lic Me morial Hi g h School. w here he
participated in spo rt s, running trac k for four years .
He is s urvived by hi s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rich
Durhe im : a nd s iste r. Teresa.
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CALENDAR

ALUMNVPARENTS
UPDATE
All alumni. families, and friends are
in vited to participate in the activities
listed. This is a preliminary schedule.
Unless otherwise noted, please call
Donohoe Alumni House (408-5546800) for confirmation and complete
details. Alumni who live outside of
California will receive a direct mailing for events in their areas.

Donohoe Alumni House for ticket information or Scott Logsdon '86 (408445-9142) for further information.

1 Santa Clara- First Friday Mass and
Lunch. Noon liturgy in Mission; lunch
in Donohoe Alumni House. Reservations required for lunch.
1 Stockton-Reception for New Stu-

dents. Call George and Julie Biagi
(209-948-0930).
5 San Diego- Reception for New Stu-

dents with special guest University
President Paul Locatelli, S.J. Call Hal
Tilbury ' 65 (619-793-0359).
6 Peninsula- Reception for New Students at the home of David '70 and
Mary Jo Ward. Call 415-949-5211.
6 San Francisco- Reception for New
Students at the home of Tina Caratan
' 74. 7 p.m. Call 415-386-7895.
7 Los Gatos-Reception for New Students. Call Peggy McCarthy ' 72 (408354-1212).

7 Portland, Ore.- Reception for New

Students.
7 Santa Rosa-Reception for New Students at the home of Dennis and Anne
Harter '73. 8 p.m. Call 707-575-0326.
7 Seattle-Reception for New Students. Call Gary Wheatley '83 (800735-1326).

8-10 Lake Tahoe-Communication
Alumni Retreat with Thomas Shanks,
S.J ., director of the Center for Applied
Ethics. Call Beth Sasseen ' 87 (415321-4838).

9 Santa Clara - Gianera Society

26 New York-Post-work Ethics Program and Social with special guests
Paul Locatelli, S.J., University president, and Thomas Shanks, S.J., director of the Center for Applied Ethics.
Yale Club. Call Barbara Boyle '74
(908-236-7567).
28 Santa Clara-Athletic Hall of Fame
Dinner.

Call Donohoe Alumni House
(408-554-6800)
for more information.

COMING EVENTS
CP&E

ALUMNI

Call Trudy McCulloch '67 (M.A.'73)
(408-251-7820) for more information.

Sept. 13-CP&E Alumni Chapter
Board Meeting. Donohoe Alumni
House Conference Room, 8:30-10 a.m.

Oct. 11-CP&E Alumni Chapter
Board Meeting. Donohoe Alumni

ries and Dreams by Marguerite
Saegesser. Nonobjective acrylic paintings on paper and canvas with exquisite use of color.

Through March 16, 1996-FirstCalifornians as Seen by Edward Curtis. A
display of more than 40 photos and
photogravures of Native Americans
from Northern California, chronicling
how they lived prior to contact with
white people.

Through 1996-From Classical
Greece to the Early 20th Century. Selections from Stanford University Museum of Art and de Saisset Museum.
CATALA

CLUB

Sept. 20-Welcome Back Tea or Luncheon. Call Carol Sabatino (408-9232289).

Oct. 20-Endowed Scholarship Fashion Show. Fairmont Hotel , $50. Call
Helen Owen (408-446-0567) or Liz
Hirata (408-249-2309).

Nov. JS-Memorial Mass, Luncheon,
and Boutique. Mass, Mission Church,

Gathering with special guest Universi ty President' Paul Locatelli, S.J. Call
Brian MacDonald '90 (703-979-7281 ).

Nov. 8-CP&E Alumni Chapter
Board Meeting. Donohoe Alumni
House Conference Room , 8:30- 10 a.m.

10 a.m.; luncheon and meeting, Benson
Center Williman Room , 11 a.m.; boutique, Benson Center Parlors, 11 a.m.
Call Snookie Arolla (408-243-2999) or
Mikki Squires (408-243-1766).

29-Oct. 1 Los Altos-Conversion of

ENGINEERING
ALUMNI

Oct. 13-Homecoming BBQ. Food

28 Washington, D.C.-Post-work

the Heart, weekend retreat for alumni
and friends. Directed by Philip Blake,
S.J. Reservations required. Call Jesuit
Retreat House (415-948-449 I).
OCTOBER

2 San Diego-3rd Annual Chapter
Golf Tournament. Call Hal Tilbury '65
(619-793-0359).

4 San Francisco-Fall Quarterly Luncheon. New Pisa Restaurant , I I :45
a.m .-1:15 p.m. Call Vince Quilici '90
(415-346-1858).
6 Santa Clara-First Friday Mass and
Lunch. Noon liturgy in Mission; lunch
in Donohoe Alumni House. Reservations required for lunch.

House Conference Room , 8:30-10 a.m.

Call Melanie Massie at the School of
Engineering (408-554-5417)for more
information .

Oct. 19-Technology Forecast '95.
Guest speakers from industry provide
their perspectives on the technological
marketplace and its effect on Silicon
Valley and the future . Mayer Theatre,
3:45 p.m. $15.

Nov. 7-Engineering Career Workshop. Useful information for those
seeking employment or needing to upgrade their present ski II level. Engineering Center, 7 p.m. $10 for alumni
and friends ; $15 nonalums.

8 Santa Clara-Pastoral Ministries

THEATRE

Alumni Chapter Inaugural Lecture.
Benson CenterWilliman Room . Reception , 5:30 p.m.; lecture, 6-7 :30 p.m.
Call Lisa McClenahan '86 (M.A. ' 94)
(415-578-1059).

Nov.10-18-Dancing at Lughnasa by
Brian Friel. Directed by Jagienka A.

13-15 Santa Clara-Homecoming.
21 Santa Clara-Semiannual Alumni Association Board of Directors
Meeting.
NOVEMBER

Dinner.

4 Santa Clara-So phomore Parent

10 Santa Clara-Vi ntage Santa Clara
XII. Mission Gardens, I :30-5 p.m.

Weekend. Call Parent Coordinator
Carmel Malley, at Donohoe Alumni
House.

Features fine wines and hors d' oeuvres
from more than 50 alumni-affiliated
wineries and restaurants. Sponsored by
the San Jose Alumni Chapter. Call

13-15

Fall homecoming and reunions
for the classes of
'50, ' 60, '70, ' 80, and '90.

Northern California President's Club
Golf Tournament. Shotgun start at Lake
Merced Country Club, Daly City, noon ;
dinner and awards , 5:30 p.m. $250 entry fee . Proceeds benefit scholarships
for student-athletes. Call the Bronco
Bench Foundation (408-554-6921 ).
ner, the Alumni Association 's longest
running chapter event. Call John
Taddeucci '58 (415-457-0831 ).

SEPTEMBER

OCT.

18 San Francisco-I I th Annual

30 Modesto- Reception for New Students at the home of Joseph ' 64 (MBA
'65) and Marilyn Franzia. Call 209529-7308.

31 Phoenix-Recep tion for New
Students.

Reunions for the classes of
'30, '35, '40 , and '45.

Students at the home of Tom ' 69 and
Colleen Knopf. Call 415-897-0878.

19 Marin County--63rd Annual Din-

1995

SEPT. 8- 1 0

11 Marin County-Reception for New

AUGUST

31 Chicago-Reception for New
Students.

REUNIONS

9 Santa Rosa-C hapter Luncheon .
Hotel LaRose, 11 :45 a.m.-1: 15 p.m. Call
Steve McCullagh '72 (707-523-3564).

Zych-Drweski. A young man 's memories of growing up in a small Irish village in the '30s and the colorful group
of aunts and uncles who raised him.
Mayer Theatre, 8 p.m.; except Nov. 12,
2 p.m. No performance Monday, Nov.
13. Admission $6-$10. Call Mayer
Theatre Box Office (408-554-40 I 5) for
more information.
ART

EXHIBITS

Exhibits are free and in de Saisset Museum. The museum is open Tuesday
through Sunday, 11 a.m-4 p.m. ; closed
Monday. Call 408-554-4528 for more
information.

Sept. 16-Dec. I-Paintings: Memo-

SUMME R
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SPECIAL
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and music, Alameda Mall , 4:30-7 p.m.,
$I. Call Alyssa Schmidt '96, Activities
Programming Board director (408-5544855).

Oct. 14-Midnight Madness. First annual celebration of the NCAA basketball season . Laser light show with
highlights, prizes, and music. Leavey,
9:30 p.m. Free. CallASSCU (408-55444 I 0) or Activities Programming
Board (408-554-4855).

Oct. 23-Santa Clara Lecture Series.
Funded by the Bannan Foundation.
David O ' Brien, professor of history at
Holy Cross College, speaks on Catholic higher education. Mayer Theatre,
7:30 p.m. For information on upcoming lectures, write to Santa Clara Lectures , Religious Studies Department,
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara,
CA 95053.

January-May 1996-Institute on Justice and the Arts: The Persistence of
Hope. Lectures, exhibits, events, and
workshops scheduled through winter
and spring quarters. Call 408-554-4073
for more information.
KENNA

CLUB

Kenna Club lun cheons are held in
Benson Center Willimon Room at noon.
Members, $12; nonmembers, $18. Reservations required; call 408-554-4699.

Sept. JS-George Marotta . Research
fellow, Hoover Institution, speaks on
" How to Balance the U.S. Budget."
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LESSONS FROM THE LIFE OF ROBERT McNAMARA
Former defense secretary '.s- revelations teach us about limits and possibilities of education
BY

I

graduated high school in 1969. My
freshman year in college coincided
with the Ohio National Guard's killing of students at Kent State. After that,
throughout the spring, my campus burned
under the watchful eye of the Illinois National Guard.
As the son of an Air Force pilot, I had
imbibed early on the values of duty, honor,
and country. I had learned to admire (as I
do to this day) the military virtues of selfsacrifice, courage, and fortitude. So the personal challenge was formidable when I
began to think clearly for myself and to
discover that the explanations for why we
should fight the war in Vietnam just didn ' t
add up.
I was not, and am not, a pacifist. And I
certainly lacked the sophistication to think
through things deeply in terms of the "just
war," that moral tradition by which we analyze what conflicts merit our involvement.
But it seemed so clear to me, even then,
that we were fighting someone else's civil
war. On the other hand, much of the rhetoric of the anti-war movement, with its general rejection of government and the
military, sounded like anarchism to the
military brat I was.
I' m sure these autobiographical facts
explain a lot of my career: For years, I've
studied and taught just-war theory. On two
occasions, I've returned to the familiar environment of the military to teach such
matters at the U.S. Air Force Academy.
Looking back, it seems clear to me that I've
been trying to work out what my confused
18-year-old self should have really thought
and said during the nation's debate over
Vietnam-that is, how to reconcile the
pieces.
In my Ethics and Warfare class, I have
for years shown a videotape called "The
Education of Robert McNamara." It chronicles McNamara's transformation during
his long career from key champion to vocal opponent of nuclear weapons. In the
end, he comes to agree with what many said
for a long time: that nuclear weapons have
only a deterrent purpose, if any, and can never
be used by rational people to fight wars.
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And now, after years of silence, McNamara tells us that the more thoughtful opponents of the Vietnam War were right as
well. What's more, McNamara says he believed they were right at the very time he
masterminded the opposite policy.
Here is a man , the best and the brightest
of the best and the brightest, whose every
contribution to the military policies of this
nation for many years was either misguided
INTELLIGENCE

AND DILIGENCE THAT

LACK JUDGMENT AND

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

ARE ARGUABLY

MORE DANGEROUS

THAN STUPIDITY

or dishonest. How are we to understand
the total failure of a life-almost the stuff
of Greek tragedy? What are we to learn
from it?
At its heart, I believe, McNamara 's experience has much to teach us about the
limitations and possibilities of education.
First, I think we learn the limitations of
great intelligence and diligence. Intelligence and diligence that lack judgment and
historical perspective are arguably more
dangerous than stupidity.
McNamara surrounded himself with
technocrats and economists. They understood technology and the use of resources
extremely well. But they lacked the historical, cultural, and humanistic education to
understand the world in which they were
involved. Indeed, they lacked the personal
SA:\ TA
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and religious humility to recognize their
own limitations.
As our education and values become
more technocratic, and as students find less
and less time for the "fuzzy" subjects of
history and culture, let McNamara 's life
stand as a cautionary tale about such technical rationality. What a comprehensive
university such as Santa Clara promi ses
is education that strives to resist the sharp
divide between the technical and the
humanistic.
Second, when I think back on my se lf at
18, I recall the greatest barrier to my full
opposition to the war: the military brat 's
respect for authority combined with the
assumption that surely McN amara and
Johnson , and then Nixon and Kissinger,
were privy to information and intelligence
that would justify what they were doing .
If ever there were a reason to question
authority, the revelation of McNamara 's
deception should serve as its permanent
monument. The jargon du )our in education is critical thinking. But whatever we're
calling it, it is as old as the philosophical
and theological turn of mind. Educators
exist to train minds that will inquire of even
the most settled opinion: But is it true?
And last, from McNamara we learn
the danger of intoxication with being in
the inner circle. His tortured explanations
of why he stayed to serve a policy he knew
to be wrong and misguided , and why even
out of office he held his tongue, sound to
me like the self-justifications of a man
who lacked the courage to follow hi s
convictions.
In practical terms, higher education is a
means of acquiring access to the establishment. But true education must serve totemper students' drive to be assured a place in
the corridors of power and influence at any
cost. For all his faults, Gen. Alexander Haig
got it right when he said a person of conscience must know when to resign . That's
one military virtue I never forgot.
0

Martin L. Cook is an associate professor of
religious studies at SCU.
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CALL OFF THE HEALTH POLICE
Health educator fights killer pastrami with a healthy dose of cookies
BY

LAURIE

LANG

I

t happened again last night as I
Founded in 1971 by microbiologist
watched "Dateline NBC." It was front- Michael Jacobson, CSPI is an outgrowth
page news the next day and the lead of his work with Ralph Nader in the heystory on most television newscasts. "Sand- day of consumer activism. CSPI has a $10wiches can kill you," the earnest reporter million-per-year budget and a publicity
said.
machine that has to be the envy of every
The camera took a close-up of a 4-inch- diet nag who ever lived.
high pastrami sandwich. Suddenly, I was
I'm sure the center employs lots of
hungry. But faster than I could think
"Cadbury egg," I was hit with the inevitable test question.
"Do you know how much
fat this sandwich contains?" demanded the
gaunt nutritionist. I
was tempted to ask if
I had to remember
this for the final
exam. "This sandwich contains almost an entire
day's supply of
fat!" she announced
triumphantly.
Oh God. Another
raid by the Health Police.
As an educator at SCU's
Cowell Student Health Center,
I see red when I come across this
kind of "health education." The Health
Police give an incomplete picture, at best,
about the effects of a particular diet or be- certified nutritionists and microbiologists
havior. At worst, they force us to view food and whomever else it takes to give a scienas medicine and fat as an enemy that must tific imprimatur to their work. I'm sure their
be ferreted out of our pantry and removed work is professional. What I'm not so sure
from our bodies.
·about is the result of such work. Does it
The Health Police aren't satisfied with help us to make changes that are good for
just warning us, though. They feel com- us, or does it cause us to look at food with
pelled to assign a sound bite, something the fear and loathing?
I'm afraid it's more of the latter. In my
wire services will pick up and transmit to
every man, woman, and child on the face work, I talk to students, staff, and faculty
of the earth.
about nutrition. Whether at a formal preSo fettuccine Alfredo, that most exquis- sentation or in an informal conversation,
ite of pasta dishes, is now "heart attack on the overriding concern of my audience
a plate." Movie popcorn and Chinese food members seems to be the elimination of fat
are big no-nos, too.
from their diets.
Fat has gotten a bad reputation thanks
Who are these people who remind us at
every tum that all the good-tasting stuff in to the Health Police. You'd think it was ralife is going to kill us? In this case, "they" dioactive waste by the reaction of some of
are the Center for Science in the Public my students. They are shocked when I tell
Interest.
them how many fat calories they should be
SU \1MEH
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taking in-about 600 a day.
Many tell me they try not to eat more
than 1,200 calories per day; 1,000 calories
a day is a starvation diet or close to it.
One student proudly told me she had cut
"all the fat" out of her diet and was quite
skeptical when I advised her to put some
back in.
I am not suggesting that we all need to
eat more fat. What I am suggesting is
the diet nags have given us a
skewed version of what constitutes a healthful diet. I
say it's time we decommission the Health
Police and start using some common
sense.
As far as diet is
concerned, certain
cliches hold true:
Too much of anything is no good for
you. An apple a day
(as well as some other
fruits and vegetables)
makes you feel pretty good.
Cookies can be a big boost to
your immune system. Life's too
short to use fake sugar. Read labels.
Whatever diet you follow, remember
that food is not medicine. You can eat the
best diet on earth, and you can still get cancer or die of heart disease.
The important point is: You are MORE
than what you eat. You 're not a health statistic; you 're a spiritual, emotional, and social being , and all of these factors
affect your health. To live a healthful life,
do things that make you happy. Work
less , play more. Put off until tomorrow
sometimes.
And the next time the Health Police raid
your home or office, put your feet up, smile,
and say, "Please pass the immune system
boosters ."
0

Laurie Lang is a health educator at Cowell
Student Health Center and an instructor in
health at Cahril/o College in Aptos.
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PRESIDENT ' S ADVICE TO GRADUATES
Paul Locatelli, SJ., urges seniors: Thirst for peace and justice

I

magine the world subdivided into villages of 100 people, with each of you
living in one of those villages. Eighty
of your fellow villagers would lack adequate housing; 70 would not be able t
to read or write; 50 would suffer from ~
the effects of malnutrition; and you- j
only you-would have a college '-'
education.
You now belong to the privileged
few-the I percent of the world's
population that has a college education . With this privilege comes the responsibility to be leaders in serv ice to
the other 99 percent in the global
village.
What, with your many talents, can
each of you give to your community?
How can each of you make a difference in the global village? I urge each
of you to be instruments of peace. And
I urge the members of the class of
1995 to live the Scripture message by
being leaders as Jeremiah envisioned :
to go forth and bear the fruits of peace.
And why peace ? The nee·d for
peace is most exemplified by the
bombing in Oklahoma City. The underlying anger and disorder in society can be overcome by fidelity to the
call to be disciples of Jesus.
"Each of us," Paul tells in Ephesians , " has been given the grace to
lead lives worthy of our calling." That
calling is fulfilled when we are united
in the Spirit and make peace the binding force for unity-for our community.
Jesus ' consistent greeting-echoed in
the liturgy-is: " Peace be with you." That
greeting and echo have reverberated
through the ages. At every liturgy we pray:
" I leave you peace , my peace I give
you ... grant us the peace and unity of your
kingdom ."
Peace is not simply the absence of a war,
the satisfaction of a good meal , winning a
contest, measuring up to the expectations
of others, or pos sessi ng all the gadgets
imaginable. Christ 's peace is none of these
and has a richer meaning .
Christ 's gift of peace is shalom. Shalom
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means serenity reigns in the community-a sere nity that comes from the
community's faithfulness and caring for
its poor and elderly, for its chi ldren and

University President Paul Locatelli, S.J., delivers
the homily at the 1995 Baccalaureate Mass

foreign guests. It 's the assurance of justice
and good life for all.
Shalom is peace of mind and heartbuilding unity in the Spirit, harmony in your
soul, and harmony in the kingdom of God.
The serenity of the kingdom of justice
and faithfulness is clear in Isaiah's vision,
where
" The wolf shall be a guest of the
lamb, ... the calf and the young li on shall
browse together, with a little child to guide
them ."
Idyllic, yes. But reality tells us that, as
S A :\ T A
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in the time of Christ, thi s world need s
peacemakers. Peace comes to those of us
who accept the wisdom of God in our lives
and history. With shalom as our guide, we
will find the confidence and courage to build a humane and just
community.
But Jesus teaches that peace is not
just being nice. It demands a willingness to confront the wrongs of society. Recall that Jesus wanted to
disturb the thinking of the political
and religious leaders of his time to
make them see how angry they really
were. Jesus became the voice for the
voiceless, just as we must today.
While some of you can show your
thirst for peace and justice by going
to Brazi I to educate the poor, to
Alaska in the JVC, or to Africa in the
Peace Corps, most of you will work
in your communities.
As you take jobs in industry or a
profession , I hope you will be models of peace by caring for children and
· poor families in our own cities, helping ensure the young will be educated,
welcoming refugees and immigrants ,
or in whatever way grace leads you
to "lives worthy of [your] calling. "
I pray you will abide in God 's love
and will make peace blossom in our
communities. Then , as Jesuit poet
Gerard Manley Hopkins says:
The world is charged with
the grandeur of God ... .
And for all this, nature is
never spent;
There li ves the dearest
freshness deep down things;
You are the "dearest freshness deep
down" in things of God when you bear the
fruit of God 's peace in whatever yo u do or
wherever you go. Be those few brave men
and women in the global village who are
the peacemakers.
0
Excerpted from the homily deli vered by University President Paul Locatelli. S.J. . at the
1995 Baccalaureate Mass.

THE

CHALLENGE

CAMPAIGN

Campaign efforts continue to center on six
major goa ls:
1a-

Sustaining

Co mplex
The environment innuenc ing higher education
is changing swiftl y and dra mat ically. Over the

the Excellence

past four yea rs, th e Santa Clara Cha ll enge

1a-

Increasing scholarship support

1a-

Building a healthy endowm ent

1a-

Co nstru cting a new _fi tness and recrea tion

Ca mpaign has respon ded to thi s reality.

of Santa Clara
University

Const ructing a new Arts and Sciences

cen ter

As our $12 5 milli on fund -raising dri ve enters
its fina l phase, yo ur support is even more
1a-

critical to sustaining the exce ll ence of Jesuit

Integra ting technology into all academic
programs

education at Santa Clara in the new century.
Your gift wi ll help us continue to

1a-

Establishing a strong.financial base for th e
Ce nter.for App/ice/ Ethics

1a-

Prepare our students.for a mo,·e demanding
job market

For information on how yo u can help make
th e Santa Clara Challenge Campaign a success,

1a-

Attract and retain excepti onally qualified
_faculty scholars t.o mentor our student s

1a-

contact th e Development Office by ca lli ng
408-55 4-4400 or by writing the Director of

Remain a strong.force in helping shape a

Deve lopm ent , Va rsi Hall , Santa Clara University,

more just and human e wo,-/d

Santa Clara , CA 95053.

THE FACES OF CHIAPAS

An SCU study tour visits Mexico's southernmost
state, where a peasant rebellion has sparked new
awareness of indigenous movements and the
tension between their subsistence societ ies and
a global economy (page 16).

